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Gayle and Sam

Useful numbers
15
17
18

SAMU (Medical)
Gendarmes (Police)
Pompiers (Fire and also trained in
medical emergency)
114 Text-message emergency number for
deaf/hard of hearing
119 Child abuse
115 Homeless
113 Drugs and alcohol
112 European emergency not always English
1616 Emergency- Sea & Lake
3131 Last incoming call, key ‘5’ to connect
Orange
English speaking helpline
0033 (0)9 69 36 39 00
Website in English: www.orange.com/en/home
Technical assistance for landlines (French):
3900 (+33 9 69 39 39 00 from abroad)
SFR 1023 or 00336 1000 1023 (Not English)
EDF
8am to 8pm, Monday to Saturday.
+33 (0)9 69 36 63 83 EDF Helpline in English
0033 562164908 (From UK)
05 62 16 49 32 Fax
E-mail: simpleenergywithedf@edf.fr
CPAM - 09 74 75 36 46
Veolia Water Emergency No: 24h/24 et 7j/7
05 61 80 09 02 (press 1 for urgent problems or
2 for a technician)
S.E.P Du Confolens (Water)
05 87 23 10 08 Emergency 24/7
Aéroport Int’l Limoges 05 55 43 30 30
SNCF (train times, buying tickets etc) 36 35
Alcoholics Anonymous
For contact details of meetings in your area
including those conducted in English, visit
www.aafrance.net

Please download the pdf from this link now:
www.paysruffecois.fr/sante/guide.pdf

HOSPITALS
05 55 05 55 55
Limoges (CHU)
05 55 43 50 00
St Junien
05 55 47 20 20
Bellac
05 49 44 44 44
Poitiers
05 45 24 40 40
Angoulême
05 49 32 79 79
Niort
05 45 84 40 00
Confolens
Women for Women in France offering
support to foreign-born (non-French speaking)
women dealing with domestic abuse
www.womenforwomenfrance.org
Counselling In France Counsellors,
psychotherapists, NLP, CBT etc offering therapy
in English to expatriates all over France on
www.counsellinginfrance.com
SSAFA France 05 53 24 92 38
email france@ssafa.org.uk
French Health Insurance Advice line.
CPAM English speaking Advice line:
09 74 75 36 46 (from France)
0033 974 75 36 46 (from other countries).
The line is open from Monday to Friday, from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
NHS website : www.nhs.uk/using-thenhs/healthcare-abroad
www.ameli.fr
No Panic France Helpline:
No Panic UK helpline:
0044 1 952 590 545 11h - 23h (French time) 7/7
www.nopanic.org.uk /nopanicfrance@orange.fr
English-speaking Crisis Line
SOS- HELP 01 46 21 46 46 3pm-11pm 7/7
British Consulate in Paris 01 44 51 31 00
British Consulate in Bordeaux 05 57 22 21 10
www.ukinfrance.fco.gov.uk/en/
Credit Agricole English Speaking Helpline
Charente (residents only) 05 45 20 49 60

Print 2 copies - one for your home and one
for your car - it could save a life.
NO international code needed from UK mobiles
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language/assistance

Parlez
Français
French conversation, vocabulary & traditions

L’automne
«P

romenons-nous dans les
bois…. ! ».
Qui ne connaît pas l’histoire du Petit
Chaperon Rouge ?
Cette année, du 23 septembre au 21
décembre, c’est l’automne dans notre
hémisphère, l’une des 4 saisons (le
printemps, l’été, l’automne, l’hiver).

peut y avoir des libellules, des grenouilles
et des crapauds…
Et dans la forêt, il y a aussi toutes sortes
d’oiseaux, comme des merles, des
moineaux, des rouges-gorges, des pies, des
chouettes des bois, des hiboux, des geais,
des mésanges…

Dès que les jours raccourcissent, les arbres
En campagne ou à la montagne, on trouve
commencent à se préparer à l'arrivée de
des promeneurs (des personnes qui
l'hiver en cessant de produire de la
aiment se promener) à la découverte des
chlorophylle, d’où les couleurs
chemins (petites voies dans la nature)
qui changent.
pour faire des balades (des promenades)
ou des randonnées (à
Qu’il est agréable à
pied ou à vélo). Le
cette saison de
matériel indispensable
Il attire les femelles avec son cri découvrir les
des promeneurs, ce
que l’on peut entendre de loin couleurs automnales
sont les chaussures de
des arbres. Ces
pendant la saison des amours
marche, les jumelles et
couleurs jaunes,
l’appareil photo.
oranges, rouges, si
En effet, dans nos campagnes, il n’est pas
particulières, comme dans ces arbres : le
rare de voir au loin un chevreuil, une biche
chêne, le hêtre, l’érable, le marronnier, le
voire un cerf. Nous sommes d’ailleurs
châtaignier…
dans la saison pour écouter le brame du
À cette saison, on parle de l’été indien.
cerf (il attire les femelles avec son cri que
l’on peut entendre de loin pendant la
L’été indien ou l’été des Indiens
saison des amours).
(expression d’origine nord-américaine, en
France on parle d’été de la Saint-Martin)
Dans les bois, on peut trouver aussi des
est une période de temps ensoleillé et
lièvres, des sangliers, des renards, des
radouci, après les premières gelées de
hérissons, des écureuils, des escargots, des
limaces…, et autour d’un point d’eau, il
l’automne et juste avant l’hiver.
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C’est également la saison des
champignons. Nous pouvons en ramasser
comme le cèpe, la girolle, la trompette-dela-mort…
Il est toujours bon, quand on a des doutes
sur la comestibilité d’un champignon et
pour ne pas se rendre malade de se faire
conseiller auprès d’une pharmacie !
Contact us to book your
French lessons!
Broaden your horizons with
CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!
05 49 84 17 73 / 06 20 10 34 49
Email : continentalhorizons@free.fr

Isabelle works for CONTINENTAL
HORIZONS Language Centre in
L’Isle Jourdain and teaches French as a
Foreign Language every day in their
many classrooms.
Do not hesitate to contact her!
www.continental-horizons.com

Bonne saison !
Bon courage et à bientôt !

Isabelle

language & assistance

se promener (verb)
to go for a walk

à la montagne
in the mountains

un chevreuil
a roe deer

les bois (m, pl)
the woods

un promeneur
a walker

une biche
a doe

le Petit Chaperon Rouge
Little Red Riding Hood

un chemin
a path

voire
and even / or even

une saison
a season

une voie
a way

un cerf
a deer

le printemps
the spring
l’été (m)
the summer
l’automne (m)
the autumn

une balade
a stroll
une promenade
a leisurely walk
une randonnée
a hike

l’hiver (m)
the winter

les jumelles (f, pl) / une paire de
jumelle
binoculars

en campagne
in the countryside

au loin
far away

FRENCH LESSONS
ONE-TO-ONE / GROUPS
At Dino’s in Champagnac la Rivière (87150)

PLUS

or ONLINE CLASSES

Translations &
Administrative Assistance

Sandrine Durand Siret : 488 296 450 00015
05 55 78 16 21 / 06 83 07 66 98
r.sandrine.durand@orange.fr

APPRENE
Z
VOCABUL LE
AIRE !

le brame du cerf
the belling of the deer
attire (verb)
to attract
un cri
a shout / a noise made by animals
un lièvre
a hare
un sanglier
a wild boar

FRENCH LESSONS
FOR FREE
(if eligible)

with experienced French teachers
Groups - Private tutoring - E-learning
Contact Alain
05 55 32 41 76 / 06 37 76 54 98
alain.rio@hvformations.org
Siret: 824417364 00018

http://hvformations.org
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un renard
a fox

une gelée
a frost (weather)

un hérisson
a hedgehog

un rouge-gorge
a robin red breast
une pie
a magpie

un écureuil
a squirrel

une chouette des bois
a wood owl / a brown owl

ramasser (verb)
to pick up (from the ground)

un escargot
a snail

un hibou / des hiboux
an owl / owls

le cèpe
cepe / boletus

une limace
a slug

un geai
a jay

la girolle
chanterelle mushroom

un point d’eau
an area of water

une mésange
a tit

la trompette-de-la-mort
horn of plenty (mushroom)

une libellule
a dragonfly

raccourcir (verb)
to shorten

une grenouille
a frog

le chêne
oak tree

un crapaud
a toad

le hêtre
beech tree

un oiseau / des oiseaux
a bird / birds

l’érable (m)
maple tree

un merle
a blackbird

le marronnier
conker tree

un moineau / des moineaux
a sparrow / sparrows

le châtaignier
sweet chestnut tree
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un champignon
a mushroom

avoir des doutes (verb)
to be in doubt / have doubts
la comestibilité
the ability of being edible
se rendre
malade
(verb)
to make
yourself ill
se faire
conseiller
(verb)
to take
advice

opinion

Brian White lives in
south Indre with
his wife, too many
moles and not
enough guitars
cancellation of their cinema blockbuster
“Batgirl” after the audience at a test
screening pronounced it irredeemably
awful. Given the film had already been
finished at a cost of $100m (and was also
the regular dross that Hollywood happily
inflicts on us) “Batgirl” must have been a
turkey of cosmic dimensions.

All Together Now
L

A treasured recollection of ours is seeing
ast August, just as the heatwave was
Danny DeVito and the much-missed
breaking, Mrs W and I attended an
Richard Griffiths at London’s Savoy
outstanding open-air performance of
Theatre in “The Sunshine Boys”. The
Puccini’s “La Bohème”, the distant
audience’s deep affection for the two stars,
thunder an ominous pointer to poor
plus Neil Simon’s pitch-perfect script,
Mimi’s demise, (spoiler alert: she dies at
made it a hugely life-affirming evening, a
the end). As the orchestra’s final chord
kind of communion.
dissolved into the night air, the audience’s
exuberant response embraced composer,
It's the same when fear, rather than fun, is
singers, and musicians in mutual
the trigger. I don’t ‘do’ horror films but I
appreciation. It’s the alchemy of live
well remember seeing “Jaws” in the
performance and it never
cinema when it first
fails to move me.
opened in the UK.
A gathering of strangers
Every ‘fright’ moment
spontaneously
applauding
or
You may have been more
followed by a
adventurous but we’re still
laughing together feels like was
ripple
of laughter in
tiptoeing our way back to
an ancient and binding
recognition of our
participation at live events.
human experience
shared need for
Back in 2020, during that
reassurance.
unsettling hiatus between
lockdowns, a local château hosted an
evening of chamber music but it was a
nervous affair, the audience masked and
two seats apart. Last year seemed to hang
suspended without so much as a visit to
the cinema. It was only in May this year,
with a local "Soirée de Blues et Rock 'n'
Roll" and then a trip to Bordeaux for jazz
singer Stacey Kent, that we reclaimed the
thrill of simultaneously witnessing and
contributing to the interaction of
performer and audience.
A gathering of strangers spontaneously
applauding or laughing together feels like
an ancient and binding human experience.

Have you ever walked out of a show? Not
exactly, but I confess that once, having
been given complimentary tickets to a
(deathly phrase) ‘modern opera’, we
declined to return after the interval. The
soprano had spent the first act shrieking
from a four-poster bed suspended five
metres above the stage and we still don’t
know if the poor lady was grappling with
an aria or having some sort of seizure.
It’s the ever-present risk of live
performance: inevitably, the public
doesn’t always ‘get’ what the work is
attempting to convey. Just recently, for
example, Warner Brothers announced the

Of course, negative audience reaction is as
old as performance itself. Stephen Fry
once joked about prehistoric cave
paintings depicting a figure dancing while
a group of others clenched their buttocks
in embarrassment. Back in Shakespeare’s
day, decorum was rarely a consideration
for those watching a play; the Bard’s work
was frequently performed before an
audience engaged in a mass brawl. Later
on, in the heyday of Variety theatre, even
Britain’s most successful comedians would
dread playing the notorious Glasgow
Empire, (“the graveyard of the English
comic”), where audiences could stock up
from a fruit and veg stall on the way in.
Nor is so-called ‘highbrow’ art immune
from boisterous criticism. In 1913, when
Igor Stravinsky premiered his “Rite of
Spring” ballet in Paris, a bold combination
of jarring music and choreography
described as ‘lurching’ provoked a riot
with more than 40 arrested.
So, here’s another question – when is an
audience simply a crowd? And when does
it become a mob? A useful rule of thumb Jazz festival: discerning audience;
Glastonbury: enthusiastic crowd; Last
Night of the Proms: nationalist mob. Yes,
audiences are back and cavernous arenas
are once again filled to capacity, often to
watch a pop star who in any sane world
would be busking outside Monoprix.
In contrast, established theatres are
enchanted places. To gaze around one is to
wonder if the paying multitudes of the
past have somehow left their mark. Have
the vibrations of a million hands clapping
seeped into the paint and the plaster?
Does the music still resound – panto
slapstick and rock power chords eerily
echoing together around the auditorium?
I make no apology for mythologising this
way. Live performance of any kind (yes,
even the Last Night of the Proms) is
essential to our cultural well-being, no less
than an indicator of who we are.
The desire to perform and the need to be
entertained will always generate that
unique anticipation as we in the audience
take our seats. Preferably, of course,
without the fruit and veg.
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craft
Sarah is the author of
craftinvaders.co.uk
where she blogs
about her original
craft tutorials,
recipes, foraging,
and developing wellbeing through being
creative, spending
time outdoors
and connecting
with nature

By Sar
ah

Whitin

g

Air Dried Clay Leaves
THIS MONTH WE’RE MAKING AIR DRIED CLAY LEAVES, WHICH CAN EITHER BE PURELY
DECORATIVE AROUND YOUR HOME OR USED AS SMALL DISHES TO HOLD THINGS IN

T

his is such an easy project and one that the kids can easily do. Air dried clay is very
affordable and allows you to play and experiment with your creative skills (and if
you go wrong, you just start again!). When selecting the clay, bear in mind your desired
end look as the clay can come in different colours (white, grey, terracota etc). If you
prefer, you don’t have to paint these at all and retain a natural look. Or use your
imagination and experiment with decoration. The most important thing is to choose a
good leaf that will a create fantastic imprint when rolled into the clay. I must warn you
that once you make one, you’ll want to make more!

Materials
− Air dried clay (available from craft
stores, or Action) rolled to 3-4 mm

− Varnish or PVA to seal and protect
(the clay isn’t waterproof)

− Water-based paint and a brush

− Sharp craft knife/knife

− Roller / rolling pin

− Tin foil

Steps
1. Go out and forage for your leaves!
Big, robust ones that have well
defined veins work best. Collect just
before you’re about to use them as
fresher leaves are easier to work with.

12 etcetera

can add extra definition to the edges
if you want to with indents.

2. Take your rolled up piece of clay and
place the leaf on it then roll it flat into
the surface (protect your table).

4. Take the tin foil and gently mould it
to create a support for the leaf that
gives a gentle curve shape. Once
safely cradled, carefully remove the
leaf from the clay to reveal the
pattern. Leave to dry overnight.

3. Now carefully cut around the edges of
your leaf, trying to keep as much of
the original definition as possible,
including the stem if you wish. You

5. Once dried, paint the leaf (if you
wish) and then apply either PVA glue
or a varnish to help protect the leaf
and extend its life.

craft
Linda Bullivant ( Jouac 87890)

MR. PIANO MAN

Over 30yrs experience - ABRSM Diploma
Siret 81522089200013

Never throw away your treasured
piano, until we have seen it! We have repaired
and reconditioned pianos in England and in
France for over 40 years, from mini pianos to
concert grands. Many years of experience.
Telephone: 05 45 21 16 13
Email: mr-piano-man@hotmail.com

Christie’s
GREAT RANGES OF GIFTS
for Family & Friends
Puzzles, Scarves, Heat Packs,
Bamboo Socks, Books, Jewellery,
Laptrays, Tapestry, Chocolates,
Mugs, Insulated Bottles, Candles,
Notepads, Pens, Stocking Fillers …
th

* and from 4 October *

GORGEOUS CHRISTMAS CARDS!
Relations, Boxes & Packs, Singles,
Advent Calendar Cards, Gift Wallets
CRACKERS FROM MID-OCT!

HAVE FUN!
Learning the
piano, saxophone
or cello
e

bl
omvaila
o
Z a
Siret 51033234100017

Former BBC London Tuner
Complete piano renovations
(grands specialist)
TUNING & REPAIRS

les

s

s
on

DO YOU LOVE
SINGING…
But Don’t Think You’re Good Enough?
Book a FREE
Session - Discover
Your Vocal Potential

Contact me

Siret: 828 530 410 00012 EI

Email: linda.bullivant7@orange.fr
Tel. 05 55 60 64 08 / 0044 7840 923 811

0044 (0) 777 550 3389
www.catherineachambers.com
catherine@catherineachambers.com

Brillac

Spiritual 16500
White Wolf Centre
New Age / Crystal Gift Shop
Siret 84329719300024

~ Open by appointment only ~

Bookings also taken for private readings
T. 07 68 82 6019 Email: ahills1502@aol.com

DELICIOUS HOME-BAKING
Scones, Cupcakes, Rich Fruit Cake,
Brownies, Muffins, Tiffin …
Serving Warm Welcomes Since 2004!
Tues / Weds / Thurs / Fri: 10.00-12.00 : 3.00-7.00
Sat: 10.00-12.00 : 3.00-6.00

Please note: Closed from 8th November

Reopening TUES 22nd NOVEMBER
WWW.CHEZCHRISTIES.FR
05.49.50.61.94
Fbk: ChezChistie’sGençay
# chezchristiesgencay
Christie’s EI - GENÇAY (86) behind la Mairie - Siret: 47876969800018

Open
Tue-Sat

AT THE LEMON TREE CAFÉ t. 05 49 07 78 22
71 Grand Rue 79190 Sauzé Vaussais

Browse our selection of unique gifts,
enjoy a meal from our new menu indoor & terrace seating available.
BESPOKE by Denise can also be contacted
directly on 06 75 89 95 55
To view our collection, please visit our FB page:

www.facebook.com/bespokedenise.eyre
or website www.bespokebydenise.com
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Taking it Slow
Spending Less
WITH RISING ENERGY AND LIVING COSTS, NOW MORE THAN EVER WE
SHOULD ALL BE LOOKING AT WAYS WE CAN SAVE MONEY. SLOW
COOKERS ARE NOT ONLY ECO-FRIENDLY, THE END RESULT IS A
DELICIOUS MEAL

J

ust when you thought you knew pretty
much everything there was to know on
a subject, along comes something new!

switching mode to ‘air fry’ for the final
crisp up. However, what I have used most
of all is the sear/sauté function to start a
dish off then changing it to slow cook
mode for really excellent results. There are
plenty of reasons why this simple cooking
appliance can earn a valued spot on your
kitchen countertop.

In common with many of my generation,
back in the 1970s I owned a ‘Crock Pot’ or
slow cooker. This was an unused and
unloved wedding gift which I eventually
gave to my niece who I believe is still using
it to this day. I came
Much of the satisfaction of
late to slow cookers
owning one of these new
Slow cooking is very
during the last 10 years
multi-cookers for me is
or so, and have grown
the money-saving aspect
economical, using
to love and trust them
considerably less electricity and energy saving. Slow
and am now the proud
is very
than a conventional oven cooking
owner of several here
economical, using
at Château Mareuil.
considerably less
electricity than a conventional oven.
However, after several recommendations
Additionally, if it is multifunctional (for
from friends and a fair amount of
example, an Instant Pot), it will save you
research, I’ve recently invested in an
power because you will only use the one
‘Instant Pot’ or multi-cooker. Mine is not
appliance rather than multiple appliances.
the very latest model, but still manages to
pressure cook, steam, roast, bake, sear,
A slow cooker can cook the majority of the
sauté, air fry, and slow cook!
meals and recipes common at home. All
the fresh produce ingredients can be
I have hardly turned on the oven since I
cooked in a slow cooker. (Some
bought it. Air fry chips are a revelation and
ingredients may be more challenging in a
so healthy, needing only ½ tablespoon of
slow cooker but there are a variety of
oil to crisp up enough chips for 4 people. I
options to overcome the challenges.)
have cooked a beautiful moist and tender
chicken by pressure cooking initially in a
Let’s not forget the all-important flavour!
light lemony herby stock and then
Food cooked in a slow cooker retains its
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Belinda, the
‘Accidental
Chatelaine’ loves to
cook at any
opportunity and is
delighted to be able
to share that love
with you
By Beli
n

da Prin
ce

www.chateaumareuil.com
flavour during the cooking process. All the
flavours developed during the hours of
cooking are trapped, resulting in meals
that are fuller in flavour.
One of the biggest draws of an Instant Pot
is the pressure cook function, which
speeds up cooking times and, in many
cases, ensures you’ll have tender meat that
falls off the bone in under 30 minutes.
There is also of course, the advantage of
hands-off cooking. For many meals you
can add all the ingredients at once, set
your slow cooker on low for the day and
return to a beautiful dish ready to
be enjoyed.
Definitely food for thought!
So for those of you out there who either
love your slow cooker already or need to
dust it off, or if you already own a multicooker or are thinking of buying one, I’m
sharing a few recipes to inspire you that
we love to cook and enjoy.

food

Slow Cooker Peppers Stuffed with Pasta Cheese and Olives

A change from the usual recipe made with
rice, this one uses small pasta instead,
giving it a lovely Italian twist.
Ingredients (Serves 6)
6 peppers (capsicums) of your choice, tops
cut off and deseeded
Salt & freshly ground black pepper
175g small pasta shells or other shapes
4 tbsp olive oil
1 onion, peeled and finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped
3 ripe tomatoes, skinned, deseeded
and chopped
50ml dry white wine
8 pitted black olives, chopped
4 tbsp freshly chopped mixed herbs
125g mozzarella cheese, diced *
4 tbsp freshly grated parmesan *

2.

3.

*can replace with vegan cheese
To serve:
Fresh tomato sauce, preferably homemade!
Note: If your slow cooker pot is hob proof,
all the preparations can be made in it, if
not proceed as follows….
Method
1.

Bring a pan of water to the boil.
Carefully trim the bottom of each

4.

Slow Cooker Vegetable Korma

pepper so they sit upright but don’t
cut all the way through. Blanch the
peppers for 2-3 minutes, then drain
on kitchen paper. Return the water to
the boil. Add ½ tsp salt and the pasta
and cook for 3-4 minutes until al
dente. Drain thoroughly, rinse under
cold running water, and drain again.

This tasty, mild curry is great for getting
your 5-a-day in, plus it’s packed with
nutritious spices. Use whatever vegetables
you want, they all work in this dish. If you
want to make it vegan, you can replace
the crème fraîche with cocunut milk.

Heat 2 tbsp of the olive oil in a large
frying pan, add the onion and cook for
3-4 minutes. Add the garlic and cook
for 1 minute. Stir in the tomatoes and
wine and cook for 5 minutes, stirring
frequently. Add the olives, mozzarella
and half the parmesan. Season to
taste. Remove from the heat and stir
the mixture into the cold pasta.

2 tbsp vegetable oil

Dry the insides of the peppers and
their tops with kitchen towel and
season lightly. Arrange the peppers in
your lightly-oiled slow cooker pot and
fill each one with the pasta mixture.
Sprinkle over the remaining parmesan
and drizzle over the remaining olive
oil. Add the tops, and a bit more oil.
Pour in 150ml of boiling water.
Switch the slow cooker to high and
cook for 45 minutes or until the
peppers are tender.

Delicious served with fresh tomato sauce,
salad or winter greens. Experiment with
different fillings to suit your palate!

Ingredients (Serves 4-6)
1 large onion, peeled and finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, peeled and crushed
2.5 cm piece of root ginger, peeled
and grated
4 cardamom pods
2 tsp ground coriander
1 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp ground turmeric
½ lemon, zested and juiced
50g ground almonds
400ml vegetable stock
450g potatoes, peeled and diced
450g vegetables, eg cauliflower, carrots
and turnip, peppers etc. cut into chunks
150ml crème fraîche
3 tbsp freshly chopped coriander
Salt & freshly ground black pepper
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Slow Cooker Pork Vindaloo
This spicy Indian curry filled with
mouthwatering pork will delight friends.

Method
1. If your slow cooker pot is hob proof,
all the preparations can be made in it,
if not proceed as follows….
2. Heat the oil in a large saucepan. Add
the onion and cook for 5 minutes. Stir
in the garlic and ginger and cook for a
further 5 minutes or until soft and
just beginning to colour.
3. Stir in the cardamom, ground
coriander, cumin and turmeric,
continue cooking over a low heat for 1
minute, stirring.
4. Stir in the lemon zest, juice and the
almonds. Add the vegetable stock and
slowly bring to the boil, stirring
occasionally. Add the potatoes and
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other vegetables and bring back to
the boil.
5. Carefully transfer to the slow cooker
dish. Cover with the lid and switch to
low. Cook for 6-7 hours until the
vegetables are tender.
6. Stir in the crème fraîche and
coriander, season to taste with salt
& pepper.
Serve with rice and/or naan bread.

Ingredients (Serves 6)
Spice powder:
1 tsp whole cumin seeds
1 tsp whole coriander seeds
3 to 4 cloves
1 large stick (about 3 inches) cinnamon
½ tsp black peppercorns
2 to 3 dried red chilies
1 tsp mild Kashmiri chilli powder
Spice paste marinade:
60 ml cider vinegar
4 cloves of garlic
1 tbsp chopped ginger
60 ml water
1 kg sauté de porc, cut into cubes
2 tsp salt
To cook:
4 tbsp oil
1 bay leaf
2 medium sized onions, very finely
chopped
Chopped red onions and coriander
to garnish.

section
listing
food

Slow Cooker Stuffed Butternut Squash with Mince and Cheese
Method
1. Place the whole cumin seeds, whole
coriander seeds, cloves, black
peppercorns, and dried red chilies in a
spice grinder or pestle & mortar and
grind until finely powdered. Mix in the
chilli powder.

This easy dish is a perfect family meal.
See veggie/vegan alternatives!
Ingredients
1 medium butternut squash, halved
and seeded
2 tbsp olive oil

2. Add the vinegar, garlic, ginger, and the
spice blend and pulse a few times or
mix together.

500g minced beef

3. Add in water gradually until a smooth
paste is formed.

5 cloves garlic, crushed

4. In a large mixing bowl toss the pork
with this spice paste and salt.

1 tsp salt

5. Let the mixture marinate overnight
if possible.

1 tbsp fresh sage (finely chopped) or 1 tsp
dried sage
125g grated hard cheese of your choice
½ tsp ground black pepper
Method

6. Either sauté the onion in the oil (add
the bay leaf) in a pan or in the slow
cooker pot if it’s hob proof. Cook until
the onions are softened for about 5 to
7 minutes. Add in the pork and cook
for 2 to 3 minutes.

1. Firstly prepare the squash.
Slice the butternut squash in half
and take the seeds out. After that,
drizzle olive oil over the entire thing
and season it with half a teaspoon of
salt and a quarter teaspoon of pepper.

7. This can now be slow cooked on high
for 3 hours. Alternatively, cook in a
heavy-bottomed pot for 40 minutes
until the meat is tender.

2. Next, mix together the minced beef,
sage, garlic, and cheese with the
remaining salt and pepper. Stir
everything to make sure it’s
evenly combined.

8. Serve with rice/and or naan.

3. Once the mix is ready, stuff the beef
mix into the squash where the seeds
used to be. Place the squash into a
slow cooker with the skin side down.
4. Cook the whole thing on high for
about two hours. If you like, add some
more grated cheese on the top and
cook for a further few minutes
until melted.

This can easily be transformed into
a vegetarian or vegan dish.
You can simply replace the minced beef
with soya mince and vegan’s can use vegan
cheese (both now available in many
supermarkets in France) or you create
your own filling to suit your palate!
Suggestions:
− Finely chopped leeks, with Panko
breadcrumbs, chopped cashew nuts
and dried sage, with garlic and a good
squeeze of lemon.
− Black beans, quinoa, passata,
sweetcorn, cumin and chili powder,
garlic and onion powder, topped with
avocado and coriander.
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SLOW COOKER

TOP TIPS

S

low cookers (mijoteuse) are reasonably priced,
economical to use and they're great for making the
most of budget ingredients. You can create stews, curries,
soups and desserts in an easy-to-use slow cooker. Just
simply add your ingredients and let the machine do the
work. Prices start from 30€ and even if you pay a lot
more you won’t always get better results!

Slow Cooker Poached Pears in Red Wine
Ingredients (Serves 4)
2 small cinnamon sticks
125g caster sugar (sucre en poudre)
300ml red wine
150ml water
1 small orange, thinly pared and juiced
4 firm pears
Method
1. Place the cinnamon sticks on the work surface and, with a rolling
pin, slowly roll down the side of the sticks to bruise. Place in the
slow cooker pot.
2. Add the sugar, wine, water, pared orange zest and juice to the
pot and switch the slow cooker to low. Cover with the lid and
cook for 1 hour, stirring occasionally.
3. Meanwhile, peel the pears, leaving the stalks intact. Carefully
cut out the cores from the bottom of the pears and level them so
that they will stand upright in the serving dish.
4. Sit the pears in the syrup in the cooking pot, re-cover and
continue to cook on low. Cook for 4-6 hours until the pears
are tender.
5. Switch the slow cooker off and leave the pears to cool in the
syrup, turning occasionally.
6. Arrange the pears on serving plates and pour over the syrup.
Delicious with crème fraîche or ice cream!
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1. Reduce prep time - One of the great things is the ease
of a slow cooker, so when you're looking for recipes,
avoid those that need a lot of pre-preparation. For
many dishes, particularly soups and stews, you can
literally throw all the ingredients in. It’s a good idea
to sauté onions beforehand in the pan, for most
people this gives a nicer flavour to the dish (many
slow cookers and multifunctional cookers come with
a sauté option these days). The same applies to meat
- brown meat to give it some colour, but again, this is
not essential and many appliances have this option
available. If you’re in a hurry in the mornings, why
not prep everything the night before, leave in the
fridge overnight and then set to cook throughout the
day. Just give it half an hour in the morning to get it
back up to room temperature before cooking.
2. Choose cheap cuts - Slow cookers are great for
cooking cheaper cuts like pork and lamb shoulder,
chicken thighs and beef brisket. You can also use less
meat, as slow cooking really extracts a meaty flavour
that permeates the whole dish. Bulk up the dish with
vegetables to really raise the flavours.
3. Reduce liquid and add flour - The liquid won't
evaporate so if you're adapting a standard recipe, try
reducing the liquid by roughly a third. It should just
cover the meat and vegetables. Don't overfill your
slow cooker otherwise it may start leaking out the
top, causing the food not to cook as well. Half to
two-thirds full is perfect. Roll meat in a small
amount of seasoned flour before adding it to the slow
cooker or make a cornflour paste to stir in towards
the end to thicken the liquid into a sauce.
4. Use the slow cooker low setting - Many slow cooker
users advise using the 'Low' setting as often as
possible, as most dishes really benefit from a slow,
gentle heat which really brings those flavours out.
5. Leave it alone! - Each time you remove the lid, you
lose the heat. It’s always better to leave the pot alone
to do its work.

Château Mareuil History, Beauty, Tradition… Visit our

Luxury Holidays with Private Pool - Chambres d’Hôtes Parties, Celebrations & Weddings - Wine Tasting
& Private Dining
CHÂTEAU
CHÂTEAU GALLERY
GALLERY &
& BROCANTE
BROCANTE

medieval
château

Siret: 840796015 00013
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Open
Open for
for private
private viewings
viewings Call
Call 05
05 49
49 48
48 02
02 93
93
Château Mareuil, Mareuil, 86290 Brigueil-le-Chantre
Belinda and Lee Prince 05 49 48 02 93 www.chateaumareuil.com

Lunch 12pm-2pm
Evening 6pm-9pm
(last order 8.45pm)

Plat du jour 13.50€

Le Renard Roux 36310 Beaulieu

NEW! Pizza &
Doner Kebabs

Lunch & Dinner - Music - Events
Full details on Facebook

T. 07 87 14 96 29

Brasserie La Licorne
4, rue Jules Courivaud, 87190 Magnac Laval T.05 55 60 20 86

Reservations
recommended

Bar &
Restaurant

www.facebook.com/Brasserie- La-Licorne-102337342434342
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Tue - Sat (12-2pm): Menu du jour - 14,50€
Fri & Sat eves - Our famous Cod & Chips (booking required)
Open all day Thurs, Fri & Sat plus Sun mornings

o
rie L a Lic

Starting Thurs 20 October (by popular demand) QUIZ LEAGUE
(every 2 weeks on Thursdays) Quiz League Entry & 2 course dinner (main
& dessert) for 13€. Prizes for top 3 teams each quiz, ending in a grand prize
(Brasserie La Licorne voucher to the value of 250€) to be awarded to the
team with the highest cumulative score from 8 out of 10 of their matches.
Max 6 per team. Book early as spaces limited!
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NEW SCAM WARNING

THREE KEY STAGE OF LIFE MEDICAL CHECK UPS
France has announced it will offer residents
a free medical check-up at the three key
stages of life. They are focusing their efforts
on prevention, with free check ups to be
offered to people in France at the ages of 25,
45, and 65, the health minister has
announced. They are also planning 20 check
ups for children up to the age of 16. The
measure is to be part of the social security
finance bill, (le projet de loi de financement
de la Sécurité sociale, PLFSS) for next year,
due to be presented to ministers shortly. Each
key stage will have a different focus. At 25
years, it’s checking physical activity,
vaccinations, any addictions or particular
difficulties in the debut of their working life.
At 45 years, the focus would be on cancer
testing, in particular to the breast, colon or
prostate, as well as mental health. At 65 years,
there would be different cancers checked and
conditions which could be prevented.

DON’T FORGET - LIMOGES AIRPORT IS CLOSED
FROM 31 OCTOBER TO 11 DECEMBER FOR
RUNWAY AND AIRCRAFT PARKING RENOVATION
20 etcetera

It is been brought to our
attention by one of our
readers of a new scam from
people purporting to be
from Ameli. The scam is sent
in a text message advising
that your carte vitale has
expired and to follow a link
to update it. Ameli are aware
of this and are asking
everyone to be vigilant of
such scams, which are being
received in numerous forms.
Residents are also receiving
calls, with callers being quite
forceful into giving their
details and warning them
that if they don’t update the
details now, they will lose
their healthcare cover in

France. Sometimes the
scammers will leave a
message
on
your
answerphone and ask you to
return their call (it won’t be
3646, which is CPAM’s
number), it will be a high tarif
number and their intention
is to get money from you.
You can find examples of the
recent scams (including
picture examples) on the
official
Ameli
website:
www.ameli.fr/assure/droitsdemarches/principes/attentio
n-appels-courrielsfrauduleux#text_104380
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ISABELLE
WANT
BH ASSURANCES

shows how much you are insured for if you
stop paying the premium. The last line
shows how much is available if you want to
shut down the policy completely. That
means that if you are still alive after 10 or
15 years, you can afford to stop paying the
premium as you will have enough cover
already. Or if one of you dies and the
survivor of the couple wants to go back to
the UK, you can cash in the value of your
policy (amount shown on the third line of
the yearly statement).

ALLIANZ OBSEQUE - FUNERAL COVER

S

orry to be gloomy this month but here
for follows inflation because 3000€ today
is one of our most popular policies
might not be worth the same in 10 years!
which gives a lump sum to beneficiaries of
How does it work: The lump sum you
your choice to help them pay for your
are insured for is given to the funeral
funeral. We all have house insurance in
parlour (presentation of the bill) or to the
case our house burns down but not all of
person who has paid for the funeral
us have insurance on ourselves for when
(presentation of the bill paid) and what is
we die. So, if you don’t have big savings,
left is given to the beneficiaries you have
this is a must-have contract. (Unless you
named on the
don’t like the person who
policy. You are not
is going to pay for
covered the first
It
is
not
like
normal
the funeral!)
year for disease or
Criteria for
subscribing: Anybody
aged between 50 and 84
years old and who is a
French resident. No
health questionnaire.

insurance whereby if you
stop paying your premium
you stop being insured

How much can you be insured for:
Between 3000€ and 10000€ without a
health questionnaire. Average cost of a
funeral in France is around 3000€ to
4000€. Cremation and burial are about
the same. The lump sum you are insured

suicide, but you are
insured for death by
accident straight
away. If you die of
disease or take your
own life in the first year, the insurance
company pays back the amount you have
paid in. It is not like normal insurance
whereby if you stop paying your premium
you stop being insured. You receive a
statement every year showing 3 lines. The
first one shows how much you are insured
for and it follows inflation. The second line

How much does it cost: As an example, a
person born in 1947 and insured for
3000€ would pay around 30€ per month
(we offer a 10% discount for couples, so
only 27€ each per month). For 5000€, it’s
around 45€ and 10000€ it’s 90€ (for
couples, 10% less).
Conclusion: It is a contract we do quite
often and the one we never have any
problem with! There is no cheating with it,
you are either dead or alive!! So, no
assessor needed! And no argument from
the insurance company for paying! The
payment is given very quickly once we
have the death certificate, funeral bill and
the ID of the beneficiary (within 10 days).
For free quotes, all I need is your birthdate
and the amount you want to be insured
for. To do the contract, I need copies of
your passport, a RIB (French bank details)
and the list of beneficiaries (date of birth,
place of birth, surname, maiden name and
first name).
And remember to check out our website
www.bh-assurances.fr/en for all my
previous articles and register to receive
our monthly newsletter. You can also
follow us on Facebook: “Allianz Jacques
Boulesteix et Romain Lesterpt”
And don’t hesitate to contact me for any
other information or quote on subjects
such as inheritance law, investments, car,
house, professional and top up health
insurance, etc…

Isabelle Want 06 17 30 39 11 Email: isabelle.want @bh-assurances.fr

N° Orias 07021727/16005974

22 rue Jean Jaures.
16700 Ruffec
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 31 01 61

102 Avenue de la République
16260 Chasseneuil sur Bonnieure
Tél:+33(0)5 45 39 51 47

10 Bd du 8 mai 1945
16110 La Rochefoucauld
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 63 54 31

2 Avenue de la Gare
16270 Roumazieres-Loubert
Tél:+33(0)5 45 71 17 79
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COMMUNICATION AND THE SMALL BUSINESS OWNER
fear, and not having the time to respond
effectively. Ineffective communication
skills can have a detrimental effect on
your business.
Trust is a hugely important part of the
business/client relationship. Clients can
place their trust in a business at a very
early stage. And when there is a lack of
communication or communication
breakdown, that trust is easily and quickly
switched off.

C

ommunication is a skill every selfemployed business owner needs to
master. To understand and be understood.
You will be using communication skills to
interact with vendors, suppliers, and
clients, every day. Well-developed
If you are going to do something, do it. If
communication skills will contribute to
you are unable to do something,
your business's
communicate it.
success. Everything
Customers have a life
you say and do
just the same as
impacts how you and
If you are going to do
business owners do.
your business
something, do it. If you are
Their time is just as
are perceived.
unable to do something,
precious, so don't
There are many
leave a client hanging.
communicate
it
reasons why business
When running a small
owners lack the skill
business in a selfand have not
employed capacity, income and cash flow
addressed or see that they have a
depend on clients. Clients come in all
communication problem. But there are
shapes and sizes with different
many stumbling blocks, such as the
personalities and differing needs. Strive to
inability to listen, inability to write
communicate with your clients concisely,
considering the recipient, shyness,and

timely, and unambiguously. Strive to build
strong relationships within your business
so that even the most sensitive
communications can be shared and
received easily.
There will be times when we have to deal
with uncomfortable conversations.
Actively listen. Ask the right questions. Let
clients know you have heard what they
said. Be mindful of your tone of voice. You
may not realise it, but a tone in written
communication is identifiable, primarily
through the choice of words you use.
Refrain from replying to clients until you
can offer a balanced and courteous tone.
Likewise, some customers are not good at
sharing their pain points. Again their
choice of words may come from a place of
anger and upset, which may trigger you to
respond in the same way. Remind yourself
that this isn't personal. You have an
opportunity to demonstrate and deliver a
calm and courteous response. Ask the right
questions, listen, and understand. Provide
an answer that leaves them feeling you
have heard what they said, even if you
cannot solve a problem.

Let’s talk currency
Sue Cook
Regional Coordinator Centre Ouest
87600 Rochechouart
+33 (0)555 036 669 +33 (0)689 992 889
E: sue.c@currenciesdirect.com
www.currenciesdirect.com/france
Siret: 444 729 008 00011

Advertise Your Business
Contact Sam or Gayle: editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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YOUR UK PENSION POST-BREXIT

A

s we all know, the UK left the EU at
will be a tax charge of currently 45% if
your dependents take a large
the end of December 2020. It is
lump sum.
therefore very important to look at what
deferred company pensions or personal
Protection of the Lifetime Allowance: If
pensions you have in the UK and if you
your pension pot is over £1,030,000, the
need to move them to something else.
fund would be subject to an extra tax in
the UK. On the other hand, if it is in a
If you are tax resident in France but have a
QROPs, this does not apply, so you could
UK deferred company pension scheme or
protect your pot against further
a British personal pension still in the UK,
tax charges.
it may be beneficial to consider
transferring it to a QROPS: Qualified
Before, those with British citizenship were
Recognised Overseas Pension Scheme.
EU citizens and therefore could transfer
the pension to an
There are several benefits
overseas scheme in the
to doing so. You will have
You will have a choice
EU or EEA without a tax
a choice of currency and
of currency and
charge from the UK
investment funds,
investment funds
government. Since Brexit,
meaning you will be more
when the UK left the EU,
in control of your pension and you can
any pension transfers could potentially
have flexible drawdown, so you can decide
have a tax charge of 25% of the value of
how much you wish to take each year
the pension pot thus reducing the pension
rather than having to accept a regular set
value. This is in line with the treatment of
pension amount. Your nominated
pension transfers elsewhere in the world!
dependents will get all of your pension on
your death, rather than a spouse’s pension
Current transfer values on deferred
which normally is only half of the pension
company pension schemes are at an allthat you are entitled to. After the age of 75
time high, but this will not always be the
there will be no death tax charge.
case. A lot of deferred company pension
schemes are in deficit so there is a risk that
Currently, if you leave it in the UK, there

FINANCE

HELEN
BOOTH
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISER
deVere France

if the schemes close, your pension scheme
is then placed in the UK Pension
Protection fund (see my article in the
March 2018 issue).
There are other benefits depending on
your circumstances, but you would need to
sit down with a qualified independent
adviser who lives and works in the country
you live in (France), for them to carry out
a full review to ensure that this is in your
best interest. They can advise whether this
is the best thing to do, depending on the
company scheme you hold. There are
some company schemes where it is not
advisable to transfer.
Transferring pensions can take quite some
time to organise, so it would be wise not to
delay investigating the worth and
possibility of moving the pension.
This article should not be construed as
providing any pension advice.
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TURMERIC'S HEALTH-GIVING PROPERTIES HAVE BEEN
WELL DOCUMENTED FOR CENTURIES BUT IT IS
OFTEN UNCLEAR HOW AND WHEN TO USE THE
SPICE THERAPEUTICALLY

I

t’s a spice that we all know and love. Turmeric is the yellowcoloured spice which flavours many Indian and Asian dishes
such as bombay potatoes and lentil dhal.
Turmeric is native to Southeast Asia and the Indian subcontinent
and is actually part of the ginger family. Distinctive in flavour, it
is most commonly associated with curries and spiced foods and it
also has a history in textile dyes.
The main active ingredient in turmeric is curcumin, used in many
preventative and curative health remedies. Here in France the
spice is called curcuma. Curcumin is the aspect of turmeric that
gives it the yellow colour and it is also the anti-inflammatory
component of the spice. Whilst discoveries are still being made
about the health benefits of turmeric, there is evidence that
curcumin increases levels of antioxidants in the body. It
contributes to a lessening of systemic inflammation (systemic
means ‘system-wide’, so across the entire body). Turmeric has
also been shown to lessen the pain from arthritis and other
chronic pain conditions. Turmeric is believed to be good for so
many ailments and preventions including being anti-parasitic,
excellent for clearing up skin conditions, anti-bacterial, anticancer and it even aids memory and cognitive function.

There are many ways to incorporate turmeric into
the diet, both sweet and savoury

TURMERIC PASTE
1/2 cup turmeric powder
1 cup water
2 tsp black pepper
5 tbsp coconut oil
1. On a low heat slowly mix all the ingredients except the
coconut oil together until it is a paste - don’t cook, just gently
heat. Then take off the heat and stir in the coconut oil.
You can then refrigerate this paste to use daily in your
golden milk.

It is possible to buy curcumin supplements if you don’t like the
taste of turmeric but there is no substitute for a whole food in
the diet.

GOLDEN MILK - mix together…

There are many ways to incorporate turmeric into the diet, both
sweet and savoury, and there are some neat bio-hacks which
allow your body to take in and ‘absorb’ more of the active
components of turmeric, meaning you get more bioavailability
from the spice.

1 teaspoon of golden paste (see above recipe)

For people with arthritis, chronic pain, or inflammatory
conditions, a daily dose of turmeric is a great way to boost health.
In order to use curcumin effectively the body needs cofactors, that
is other ingredients which bind to the curcumin and help the
body to use it better. One cofactor is black pepper, ideally fresh
cracked black pepper from peppercorns. Also needed is a source
of fat to be consumed at the same time. An ideal fat for this is
coconut oil - ideally organic extra virgin coconut oil.
Including golden milk into your daily routine brings a host of
benefits including a boost in energy. Here is a recipe to inspire
you and get you started.

2 cups milk (ideally raw goat’s or cow’s milk, or coconut milk. If
not, any other milk will work)
You can change the flavour of your golden milk to suit your taste.
You can add honey to taste, and spices like ginger or cinnamon
will complement the flavour well. Or you can add cream or
yoghurt if you like to thicken up the milk to a drinkable yoghurt.
You can also use the golden paste in curries or spicy cooking.
Try adding a tablespoon to diced potatoes and sliced onions
sautéed in butter and add a little chilli for an exciting take on
Bombay potatoes.
This article is not intended to be a substitute for professional
medical advice and should not be relied on as health or personal
advice. Always seek the guidance of your doctor or other
qualified health professional with any questions you may have
regarding your health or a medical condition.
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Couples Counselling • Mental Wellbeing • Addiction
Initial
consultation
FREE
Face-to-Face or

Jill Martin MSc
Counsellor
Tel. 06 48 96 02 07
Email: jillm@rootscounselling.fr

86150 Queaux

Siret 88116179800015

www.rootscounselling.fr
Swedish
Massage
Sports
Massage

Reflexology
Myofascial
Release

EFT

siret: 85160551900012

Mobile Service from 87440

well-beingtherapies
emmajhodgson@hotmail.co.uk
0656 872967 (Fr mob) 07870 667159 (UK mob)

Fontfaix le Haut
16260 Cellefrouin
05 45 84 91 79 / 06 47 24 34 61
www.underthelimetree.com
email: nikki@underthelimetree.com

Spa days / Spa Nights: hut tub, massage +
lunch / supper + b&b. Gift vouchers available.
Specialist in Hot Stones Massage, Indian Head,
Reiki, Facelift Rejuvenation, Shiatsu

Veggie/Vegan lunches & dinners ‘pop-up’
Cooking classes with Nikki
Digital Photography & Knife-making
workshops with Sean

BY

HAIRDRESSER

MICHAEL WILLIAM PARK

ANNETTE VAN ES
Chez Martin
16150 Pressignac
For an appt please contact:
05.45.71.56.02
06.50.23.61.37
annette.vanes@orange.fr
siret: 518 364 989 00013
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Hair designer with many years’ experience, including the Vidal Sassoon team.
My salon is based in the heart of Le Dorat in the Limousin.

19 Place Charles de Gaulle. 87210 Le Dorat

T. 06 47 43 01 66
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Jobs to Do

in October

AT THIS TIME OF YEAR, IT CAN BE DIFFICULT TO KNOW HOW BEST TO
CARE FOR YOUR GARDEN

T

he temptation is to take the ‘less is
more’ approach, especially when
there’s a nip in the air. There is, however,
much you can do to stay ahead and plan
for next year.
Clearing Up
October is a really good time for a general
‘clear up’ – greenhouses, ponds, gutters,
and water butts will all need some
cleaning out. Wooden garden furniture
may need oiling or revarnishing before
covering or storing for the winter.
Terracotta pots which are not frost-safe
will need bringing inside so that they don’t
freeze and crack. If you don’t already have
a compost heap or bin, October is a great
time to start one with all the leaves and
cuttings to be disposed of! But do run your
lawnmower over the ‘produce’ for the
compost heap before adding it – it breaks

By Ronnie Ogier

Ronnie is a
passionate
gardener and now
loves sharing her
years of experience
of success and
failures in her own
garden and sharing
it with you. Also a
keen runner, having
been bitten by the
‘Couch to 5K’ bug!

up the tougher outer surfaces and helps
the worms and microorganisms to
get started!

down to personal choice and how much
time you have available. I cut back
perennials with unsightly faded leaves,
such as delphinium, geraniums, hosta,
Cutting Back
and phlox. Slightly less hardy perennials
Much of my garden is showing signs of
such as penstemons are best left with the
‘closing the book’, though this year with
top growth in place, as this provides some
the extreme dry
winter protection. These are
weather and heat
better cut back in the spring
many of my
after giving some cover for
plants were
Much of my garden is
the plant from the winter
brown and
showing signs of
weather. Other plants with
shrivelled a while
ornamental seed heads such
‘closing the book’
ago! However,
as poppies, allium, and
there will remain
grasses can be left alone to
the more robust
give some structure to the
plants which will now be beginning to look
garden and food for passing birds
a bit of a mess - collapsing perennials,
and insects.
dying leaves and debris - so it’s a good
Cutting back in the autumn is easier to
time to tidy the borders. The first decision
to make is which plants to cut back. This is
undertake, as the plants will have their
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The Homecheckers
For your unoccupied home solutions,
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garden
dormant period to recover and start again
in the spring. Using a knife, shears, or
secateurs, cut stems close to the ‘crown’ or
dormant base of the plant. If there is any
young growth, cut to just above it and take
the opportunity to remove weeds, digging
out those with thick or fleshy roots. Cut
back perennials that produce leaves and
flower stems from below the soil level,
such as crocosmia and paeony, to soil
level. Less severely, cut back perennials
showing new basal shoot growth – asters
and sedum spectabile, for example.
Separate and dispose of any diseased
material (showing signs of leaf-spot,
mildew and rust, for example). Everything
else, except ripening seed heads, take to
the compost heap. After cutting back,
mulch and fertilise to promote growth
and flowering.
Planting and Collecting
October is also a very positive time when
you can start putting things in the ground
to enjoy next year – this can be as varied
as planting garlic and onions to
completing planting your spring flowering
bulbs. It’s also the ideal time for seed
collection for use next year. Nasturtiums
are so easy. They are a good place to start
if you want to try saving and reusing seeds
from your plants or those of friends. They
also flower for months, right up and into
October, and are loved by bees. Collect the
seed heads and dry them, and store in a
dry place. Label even if the seed looks
distinctive because by spring, 4/5 months
later, it is easy to forget what seed it was
and then it will be just ‘mystery seed’. The
same technique can be used for any seed
bearing plant. Give it a try!
Dividing
This is also a good time to divide
herbaceous perennials. Dividing
perennials regularly will ensure healthy,
vigorous plants that will continue to
perform year after year. It also offers the
opportunity to multiply your plants. This
is a gardening job that can make a mess in
the border as established plants are hard
to dig out, which is why it is a good job to
do now. If plants get a bit trampled and
trodden on it doesn't really matter much
in October, but it can be a disaster in May.
The rule of thumb is to divide every 3-5
years but some plants, such as achillea,
prefer more often and others, such as the
peony, don't like to be disturbed at all. If
the perennial is performing poorly, and
has been in for a few years, it’s probably
safe to dig up and divide. This also applies
if you have a plant which is failing to
flower well and has a bald patch in the
middle. If the plant is very congested, you
may need to hack at it with a sharp spade,
or a knife; don't worry, it will rejuvenate in
the spring.

soil is dry enough to work a good time.
Some spring-flowering plants such as
irises are best divided in summer, after
flowering when they produce new roots.
Crocosmia and dierama are best divided in
the spring. Dividing perennials is not a
difficult job, it just needs a bit of courage
and confidence!
How to Divide Perennials
Lift gently with a garden fork, working
outwards from the crown at the base of the
plant, often identified by buds at ground
level, usually where the roots and stems
join at soil level. Shake off excess soil
so that roots are
clearly visible.

added to soil to improve its fertility,
structure, and water-holding capacity.
There are few specific problems associated
with dividing, especially if carried out
between autumn and spring. However,
ensure that plants don’t dry out while they
do re-establish. It is also worth carrying
out slug and snail control, as these are
often problematic pests for newly
divided plants.
New plants

Autumn is also a good time to plant new
perennials and shrubs. The soil is warm,
there is less leaf growth, so the plants put
their energy into producing
roots and there is usually
October is also a very
plenty of rain – or we hope
Some plants, such as
positive time when you can so!! As always there’s an
ajuga (bugle), produce
start putting things in the exception and that is halfindividual plantlets
ground to enjoy next year hardy plants as they will not
which can simply be
be able to get established
teased out
before the colder weather
and replanted.
comes. Also save planting droughtSmall, fibrous-rooted plants such as
tolerant plants until the spring; if we do
heuchera, hosta and epimedium can be
get a wet winter they may find that too
lifted and pulled apart gently. This should
much of a challenge in their first year.
produce small clumps for replanting.
Pruning
Large, fibrous-rooted perennials, such as
And finally, now until early winter is the
hemerocallis (daylily), require two garden
time to prune roses and climbing roses.
forks inserted into the crown back-toThis is a general prune reducing size by
back. Use these as levers to loosen and
about a third to prevent wind rock. The
break the root mass into two sections.
long stems of the roses risk being caught
Further division can then take place.
by the wind causing wind rock, which
In some cases, a sharp knife, axe, or lawn
makes the plant move around in the wind,
edging iron may be needed to cleave the
which in turn loosens its footing and roots.
clump in two.
Over time the entry point of the trunk into
the soil widens and allows in water and
Plants with woody crowns (e.g.
ice, thus damaging the plant and its roots.
Helleborus) or fleshy roots (e.g.
By reducing the top growth, there is less
Delphinium) require cutting with a spade
for the wind to catch, and so it's a good
or knife. Aim to produce clumps
idea to cut by about a third.
containing three to five healthy shoots.
Plant divisions as soon as possible at their
original depth, with the shoots above the
soil surface, and water them in well. They
can be replanted in the same spot, taking
the opportunity to mix in a little garden
compost or seed/potting compost. This is

Clearly there is still plenty to do in the
garden but there is also time to look back
at the photos of your garden during the
summer and see what worked and what
could ‘do better’, and then look at the
plant catalogues for inspiration!

Although plants can be divided
successfully at almost any time if they are
kept well-watered afterwards, division is
most successful when the plants are not in
active growth, making autumn when the
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Amelanchier canadensis (June berry)

Forest
Gardening
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FOREST GARDENING SEEMS TO BE ONE OF THE LATEST TRENDS IN
ALTERNATIVE HORTICULTURE

I

have been getting lots of questions
about how to create or adapt a forest
garden so I thought it was worth having a
look at the key principles, suitable plants,
and management systems.

layers by incorporating climbers, ground
cover, bulbs, root vegetables and
mushrooms, in a similar way to an
ecosystem in a forest. For most people the
emphasis is on growing plants from which
you can gather
First of all, you don’t
edible or useful
need to have a forest!
berries, nuts,
You are creating your own
Although it is a great
fruits, leaves,
foraging ground where you
way to use a large area
and even bark,
choose the plants based on your
of land or an existing
branches and
gathering preferences
woodland you can
roots for
create a forest garden
weaving, plants
on a fairly small scale.
for making
The main principle is that you plant up a
cordials, brewing and liqueurs, natural
multi-layered garden with trees, shrubs,
dyes, cut flowers and herbal remedies,
and herbaceous plants; these are the three
although it can also be for purely
basic layers, but you can have up to seven
decorative purposes. In other words, you

are creating your own foraging ground
where you choose the plants based on your
gathering preferences.
You can also incorporate some annual
plants that self-seed naturally and grow
where they choose.
The fundamental idea is that by creating a
natural ecosystem it is low maintenance,
highly productive, adds biodiversity, and
also generates food and habitats for
insects, birds, and small mammals.
Layers
The tree layer should be planted first.
There are many obvious choices of fruit
trees such as apples, pears, cherries,
plums, and damsons, nuts such as walnut,
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Aronia melanocarpa (Choke berry)

Redcurrants

Lonicera caerulea
(Honeyberry)
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Ripe goji berries

Wild garlic

almond, and chestnut, but also hawthorn, sloe berry, mulberry,
medlar, elder.

can even plant lettuce, beetroot, spinach, and other annual
vegetables and allow them to self-seed for future years.

Next comes the shrub layer which can also provide lots of flowers,
fruits and nuts, such as hazel, blackberry, raspberry,
blackcurrant, blueberries (if your soil is neutral to acid),
Amelanchier canadensis (the June berry), the Lonicera caerulea
(commonly known as the ‘honeyberry’, a type of honeysuckle that
produces edible berries), Arbutus unedo (known as the
‘strawberry tree’ because it produces round red fruits that actually
look like a lychee but taste like a cross between a strawberry and a
peach), wild rose, barberries, Goji berry (these are very prolific
and grow well here and form a scrambling shrub producing
abundant fruits in late summer), Aronia melenocarpa (common

The ground cover and underground layers can include wild
strawberries, wild garlic, horseradish, wild leek, chamomile,
clover, thyme, as well as mushrooms, and if you are lucky you
could grow your own truffles.

Once established there should be very little
maintenance in an ecosystem like this, the
principle being that you leave everything to nature
name of ‘Chokeberry’, another ‘superfood’ rich in vitamins and
antioxidants, the common name referring to the way that the
berries dry your mouth a little when eaten raw, but they can be
processed into jams & cordials or they can be preserved dried).
Suitable climbers that produce an edible crop include kiwi,
grapes, hops, passion fruit, and if you want to gather fibres for
weaving and cordage you can plant wild clematis, honeysuckle,
ivy (lots of people think that ivy is a nuisance, but it produces long
flexible stems useful for weaving and it is also one of the last
plants to flower very late in the season giving the bees an excellent
source of nectar before they go into dormancy)
The herbaceous layer includes many woodland and hedgerow
plants, for example sorrel and nettles (both are full of vitamins
and make excellent soup), comfrey (which is gathered to make
natural organic fertiliser), mints, fennel, and many natural dye
plants such as madder and woad. There is a range of natural
remedies that can be grown in the herbaceous layer such as
Echinacea purpurea, Arnica montana, Calendula officinalis. You

You can also use the space for keeping bees and if you are able to
keep the boundary secure, chickens will benefit from the shade
provided by the trees and the rich insect life within the ecosystem.
Once established there should be very little maintenance in an
ecosystem like this, the principle being that you leave everything
to nature. Of course there will be some pruning of trees and
shrubs but the main task will be to gather your produce! If you
wish you can maintain mown paths through the forest garden for
ease of access or you could make more permanent pathways using
bark chippings edged with logs. It is a great way to combine a low
maintenance space with high productivity and provide natural
habitats for beneficial wildlife.
The trees and shrubs will take a few years to establish and the
dormant season is a good time to plant them. Depending on the
eventual size of the tree you should plant them between 3 to 6
metres apart so that they will eventually form a canopy giving
natural shade and protection from the elements for the
other layers.

Le jardin créatif
Check out our website for details
of our courses, nursery and
garden opening hours and to
download our plant list:

www./lejardincreatif.net

free time
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Giving
Blood
(The Hard Way)
WITH HALLOWE'EN APPROACHING I THOUGHT I MIGHT COVER THE
RATHER GRUESOME SUBJECT OF BLOODLETTING.

I

n our enlightened times it is hard to
imagine that, for most of human
history, nobody had a clue about how the
body worked. Now even the layman can
open a book, see all the organs laid out,
and read a description of what each does,
how they interact, and what can happen if
something goes wrong. We forget that
nearly all this knowledge has only been
gained in the last 400 years.
Early Ideas – Rather Foggy
Up until then it was hard to get any
information about what was going on. For
a start, cutting up bodies in the search for
knowledge was generally frowned upon by
the Powers-that-Were. The human body
was sacred and had to be disposed of in
such a way that didn’t interfere with the
comfort of the living, but also so that it
could be re-used by its former occupant on
some future occasion.
The Egyptians, one would have thought,
with their belief in the preservation of the
body and consequent processes to enable
it to be not only a useable body, but
recognisable to the spirit (“Ka”) of its
former owner, should have had a very
good working knowledge of the different
organs. Instead, their only purpose was to
remove and dispose of those bits that were
very prone to decay, keep separate those
bits that could be rendered stable, and
maintain the shell of the body in as good a
state as possible. I shall not be too specific
about what was done during the 72 days of
the mummification process (you may be
having your lunch); suffice it to say that
what you ended up with would certainly be
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no use to anything that wanted to reinhabit it!
As for the functions of the organs, it was
believed that the brain was the bit that
controlled the body’s temperature, and the
seat of thought and emotion was the heart.
Blood? Don’t know what that does – a sort
of river-system that enables things to
travel around, probably. It is a real
nuisance to get rid of.
The Greeks Work It Out

By Mik
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r ge
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countryside in
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and therefore mingle. These were blood
(αίμα – haima), phlegm (φλέγμα –
phlegma), yellow bile (ξανθα χολή –
xanthe chole) and black bile (μέλαινα χολή
– melaina chole). When these were in
perfect harmony, a mentally balanced,
healthy person was achieved. This was
eucrasia. An excess of any one of them
would result in a loss of health and mental
balance. This was dyscrasia.
Humour – Nothing to Laugh about

The four fluids were known as the
The Greeks were great thinkers. They
humours (i.e. things that flowed) and an
believed that any problem could be solved,
imbalance put a body “out of humour”.
and any knowledge could be gained by
Whichever humour was predominant
thinking long and hard and trying to
determined the character of the patient
match observations in a logical way that
and the outward signs of his disease. Thus,
fitted experience. There is a story about
the patient could be sanguine (blood),
three Greek philosophers who were trying
phlegmatic (phlegm), choleric (yellow bile)
to establish the number
or melancholic (black bile).
of teeth a horse had.
It was the job of the
The Greeks bent their
The elder two Greeks
physician to determine
argued for hours about
which of the humours were
minds in a similar way
the ideal number of
out of balance and restore
to the functioning of
teeth that would suit
eucrasia as quickly
the human body
such a beast and fit the
as possible.
shape of its face, and
Of course, quite often a treatment might
came to no good conclusion. Their young
work. This would then be taken as being
student then suggested that they go and
the correct procedure for all such
find a horse and count its teeth. This
manifestations, which might result in a
horrified his companions, who laid their
cure or might not, depending on the actual
hands upon him and prayed that he
illness producing the symptoms. We know
should be turned from such wild and
today that, of the four humours, blood
intemperate methods of research!
does exist, yellow and black bile are
The Greeks bent their minds in a similar
similar enough to be treated as one fluid
way to the functioning of the human body.
under different conditions, and what we
They determined that it contained four
call phlegm is a totally different fluid from
what the Greeks thought it was.
things that could flow through the body

history

A pair of 19th cetury bleeding bowls. The
larger ceramic bowl is capable of holding 2
pints of blood. A human body holds a total of
8 to 9 pints

A 13th century physician draws a copious amount of blood from his strangely untroubled
patient. From an French illuminated manuscript

collapse covering anything from heart
There is some thought that the four
attack to sudden fainting).
humours were identified by studying what
happens to blood when it is left to stand
The automatic conclusion was that the
and settle. After 24 hours undisturbed,
excess of blood must be removed. This
healthy blood will have separated into a
meant cutting into a
bottom layer of clotted
large blood-vessel
Just before the operation,
blood (the black bile), a
and draining off
second layer of red bloodthe surgeon would estimate blood. All doctors
cells (the blood), a third
carried a small
the amount of blood
layer of whitish bloodcontained in the part of the scalpel with a short
cells (the yellow bile), and
two-edged blade
body to be removed
an upper layer of clear
called a lancet with
serum (the phlegm).
which a vein could
Observing this may have given rise to the
be opened swiftly. The blood would flow
into a bowl. Not just a small amount of
mixing-and-balancing theory.
blood, either. A quantity of 1 to 1.5 litres
The doctrine of humours held sway for
was a not-uncommon amount to take.
hundreds of years; there were some
Considering that the average human body
practitioners still clinging to it even into
only contains 4.5 to 5.5 litres of blood, and
the 19th century. Two thousand years is a
a modern blood-transfusion taken once
long time for a wildly false theory to
every few months is typically 0.5 litres,
be accepted!
you can see that the hapless patient was
being deprived of a huge amount of a fluid
How Could They Control the Imbalance?
of which he was in great need. The blood
The other problem was that, of the four
would be drawn until there seemed some
humours, only blood was readily
improvement such as reduction in the
accessible and controllable. However, the
redness of the skin (hardly surprising!). If
theory of humours, which developed over
the patient showed insufficient response,
the centuries, led to the conclusion that it
he might well be bled again, possibly on
was blood excess that led to fevers and
the same day. What is surprising is that
several of the more spectacular maladies
patients ever survived the treatment, or
such as apoplexy (a catch-all term for
recovered, but they did.

One use for bleeding was to prepare for an
amputation. Just before the operation, the
surgeon would estimate the amount of
blood contained in the part of the body to
be removed, and would then remove the
equivalent amount of blood from the
patient’s body before performing the
amputation. I find it very hard to work out
the rationale for this!
How Did Medicine Get Away
from Bleeding?
In 1543, Andreas Versalius published his
mammoth 7-volume treatise De Humani
Corporis Fabrica. This presented beautiful
illustrations of finely-performed
dissections of the human body. It enabled
medical practitioners to gain access to
information that had not been available
previously, owing to the difficulties of
obtaining subjects for dissection. This
eventually led to the discovery of the
circulation of the blood by the English
physician William Harvey, a pupil of
Hieronymus Fabricius (who had earlier
described the valves of the veins without
recognising their function). The result was
published in Harvey’s Exercitatio
Anatomica de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis in
Animalibus in 1628.
This did little to stem the flow of bloodletting. Readers of RL Stevenson’s
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A fleam as used by veterinarians to bleed horses in the 18th to
20th centuries.

One of the illustrations from Versalius's ground-breaking text on anatomy

“Treasure Island”, set in the mid-18th century, will recall the scene
early on when Dr Livesey treats Billy Bones, after his “Apoplectic
collapse”, by bleeding him.

pull

Bleeding was even used by veterinarians to treat sick animals. A
horse with any serious illness would be bled. No lancet for them,
though. Vets carried a device called a fleam, which looked a bit like
a modern pocket-knife and had three arms, each with a differentsized razor-sharp triangular blade near its end, which could be
swung out selectively. The tip of the blade would be held against a
neck-vein (the horse having been blindfolded beforehand to avoid
its being frightened) and the back of the blade hit swiftly with a
small mallet like a tiny baseball bat to allow the blade to penetrate.
When sufficient blood had flowed, the wound was tied shut.
For some years, this treatment was still used in cases of laminitis,
but seems now to have been discontinued.

n 18th century Persian illustration shows the ideal sites to bleed
a horse
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These days, thank goodness, such a barbaric system is no longer
countenanced. You may still have blood taken for testing,
especially in hospital (when they do seem to take rather a lot, but it
is all carefully monitored) and of course, those who are young
enough and fit may give blood donations. Again, about half a litre
is taken, and the interval between donations is carefully checked. I
always found that I felt a bit bouncier and fitter after a blooddonating session in the UK, but that probably came from a feeling
of having done something worthwhile, not from the bleeding
procedure itself.

nature
A Little Owl (Athene noctua)
alighting on a spade handle

Gold grains washing out of a heavymineral concentrate sand

A Brief Guide
to Owls IN FRANCE

By Mik
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WITH AUTUMN UPON US, I THOUGHT WE MIGHT CONSIDER A
FASCINATING ANIMAL WE OFTEN HEAR BUT RARELY SEE

E

as the Little Owl, hunt during the day,
verybody likes owls, don’t they? They
while others like the Short-Eared Owl can
are strangely human-like in their
hunt effectively in daylight and darkness.
shape, with forward-facing eyes, beak
Some, it is true, are best suited to night
modestly folded into the facial feathers
hunting – for example the Barn and
rather than pointing aggressively forward,
Tawny Owls - but
rounded heads, upright
posture. Their eerie cries
The neck has more and smaller in times of
and silent flight are a bit
vertebrae, and the blood-vessels shortage, or when
raising a
scary, especially after dark,
are specially adapted to keep demanding brood,
but what of it?
blood flowing to the head
they can hunt in
Someone once described
daylight too.
owls as “cats with wings”,
Owl eyes are unlike human eyes in that
in that, like the cat, they are perfectly
they are designed to collect as much of the
adapted predators, equipped to kill
available light as they can and to analyse it
efficiently and silently.
more effectively to make low-light hunting
Eyes for Night-time
possible. To this end, the eyeballs are as
Many people suppose that all owls hunt at
large as they can be, with the result that
they sit in the owl’s head and cannot turn
night. This is not true; many species, such

Mike George is
our regular
contributor on
wildlife and the
countryside in
France. He is a
geologist and
naturalist, living
in the Jurassic
area of
the Charente

in their sockets. This is why an owl has to
have a neck flexible enough to turn its
head almost right round on its neck. In
fact, an owl can rotate its head 270°, thus
it can look over either shoulder. To allow
this to happen, the neck has more and
smaller vertebrae, and the blood-vessels
are specially adapted to keep blood
flowing to the head even when the main
arteries are compressed.
Hunting by Sound
The chief adaptation which allows them to
hunt in effectively no light at all is
incredible hearing. An owl can detect the
high-pitched sounds of small mammals
communicating and even just moving
around, and experiments have shown that
they can plot a course to their prey on
sound alone that is accurate to 1°. The ear-
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section
A Barn Owl (Tito alba) hunting
at night in a churchyard

section
A Tawny Owl (Strix aluco)
passing the day in its nest-hole

used for carrying, holding, and tearing
sockets on either side of the skull are at
prey, but the killing weapons are the feet.
different heights, allowing the owl to
These are equipped with claws of quite
calculate the direction from which a sound
startling size, and can inflict serious injury
comes in three dimensions, not just two as
even on a human. The celebrated wildlife
humans and most other animals can. They
photographer Eric Hosking lost his left eye
then monitor the prey’s sounds while
to a Tawny Owl which attacked him as he
approaching, and home in on the victim,
returned to the hide from which he had
somersaulting at the last second of the
been studying the owl. The bird’s claw
killing-dive to place their razor-sharp
penetrated the eyeball and caused an
talons where their
infection which necessitated
head was. This is
the eyeball’s removal. There is
one reason why owls
Florence Nightingale is
no firm evidence that an owl
have developed the
known to have kept a
has ever been responsible for
ability to fly silently;
Little Owl as a pet
the death of a human,
their sound-location
although the defence in a case
is not interfered
in America tried
with by their own noise.
unsuccessfully to use the argument that
How Can They Fly so Silently?
the trauma to the head of a murdered wife
was caused by the claws of a passing owl,
Their wings have a relatively large surfacenot by a fire-iron.
area-to-bodyweight ratio, enabling them
to fly with less muscular effort and to fly
Can I Have One as a Pet?
more slowly. The flight and body feathers,
I would not ever recommend that anyone
which in most birds are sharp-edged and
tries to keep an owl as a pet. They are not
rigid, are much softer and more flexible in
really susceptible to house-training, and as
owls, and are fringed with fine fronds that
I said above, they can inflict damage if
break up any sound-waves that are
they are so minded. Florence Nightingale
generated. This has a downside in that
is known to have kept a Little Owl as a pet,
these feathers have very little waterwhich travelled with her in the pocket of
shedding quality, and thus an owl has to
her uniform (nursing regulations were a
seek effective shelter in the rain or it may
lot less stringent in those days!) but
become waterlogged and risk
nobody thought to ask the owl what it felt
hypothermia.
about the arrangement.
The Killing Apparatus
I have tended a fledgling Little Owl for a
Many people think that an owl’s main
few days, and it was not an experience I
would like to repeat. Fighting my cats for
weapon is its strong beak. In fact, this is

the mice they had caught, then tearing the
mice up, skin and all, required some
determination, and my reward was to have
this tiny bird sit back on his tail and
flourish his outsized claws at me each time
I put my hand in to feed him. It was a
relief to release him back to the wild!
The only type of person qualified to “own”
an owl is a professional falconer, whose
life is devoted to the care and health of
birds of prey and who understands them
and their needs, and will be suitable
licensed.
Threats the Owls Face
Owls seem to be maintaining their
numbers, and even increasing, but they do
face problems. In the 1950s, when DDT,
Dieldrin, and other organochlorine
pesticides were used indiscriminately,
birds of prey, including owls, being at the
top of the food-chain, were heavily
affected. It has been estimated that eating
3 shrews that had in turn eaten poisoned
insects could prove fatal to an owl. Now
these pesticides are banned, but some
banned pesticides are still being used. A
few years ago I saw about five young owls
lying dead together on a French
motorway. I cannot think this was a
natural event!
So, keep your eyes open for owls, but don’t
get involved with them in any way (unless
they are injured of course, in which case
take them straight to a vet). As with all
wildlife, look and learn.
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It’s the Season
for Love!

Tamsin Cooper is a
smallholder and
writer with a
keen interest in
animal behaviour
and welfare
By Tam
s

in Coop
er

www.goatwriter.com

AS DAYS SHORTEN AND VEGETATION TOUGHENS, SMALL RUMINANTS
FOCUS ON CARNAL GOALS. SMALL MAMMALS AND POULTRY MAY
STILL FEEL INCLINED TO RAISE ANOTHER LITTER OR CLUTCH WHILE
THE AUTUMN IS MILD

M

any animals mate seasonally so that
young are born when food is
abundant and temperatures are mild.
Sheep and goats gestate for five months
over winter; lambs and kids are usually
born in spring. During the summer, ewes
and does don’t normally ovulate. Come
autumn, they become receptive to a male,
who periodically nudges and checks his
females’ rear ends for signs of fertility.
They cycle approximately every 21 days,
being fertile for approx 48 hours
each cycle.
Goats naturally form same-sex groups in
the summer. During autumn oestrus,
females actively seek out males with noisy
bleats, frequent urination and wagging
tails (this behaviour spreads pheromones
which attract the male). A dominant buck
will find them and join their herd for the
winter. In farming, we find that if we take
males out of the herd in summer and
reintroduce them in winter, the signs of
heat and fertility are more pronounced,
and females will often come into heat a
few days after the introduction.
Sheep are more inclined to remain in a
mixed-sex group all year round and the
signs of oestrus are less obvious. The ewe
will seek out the ram and stay by his side
when she is ready. In practice, it helps to
synchronise matings so that births are also
grouped. For this reason, rams are
normally separated from the flock in
summer, so that a teaser ram can be
introduced in autumn to encourage ewes
to come into season. Their first cycle
normally starts after three or four days of
his teasing, but may go unnoticed; then
three weeks later they show a full heat and
are ready for mating. To help identify
when ewes have been mated, we fit the
ram with a harness that marks ewes he has
mounted with coloured paint or crayon. A
mature ram can normally cover three or
four ewes per day and service 30 to 50
ewes per season.
Rams and bucks fight other males of their
species during the breeding season as they
wish to earn exclusive breeding rights; it is
safer to keep them apart at this time.
Castrated males make less aggressive
companions, and are often used to keep a
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buck company. If you have few animals, it
may be easier to borrow a male or have
your females visit one.
Pigs do not follow a season; sows come
into heat approximately every three weeks
all year round. The boar is the best judge
of when the female is ready and his
presence can also induce heat.

hens sometimes resist mounting.
However, daily mating is not necessary, as
his sperm remains fertile in her tract for
up to two weeks.

A mild autumn and a full clutch of eggs
may tempt a hen to brood again. If you
wish to discourage her, try to collect all
eggs laid by the flock. Otherwise, she’ll sit
on a clutch for about 21 days to hatch
chicks. If they don’t hatch,
Rams and bucks fight other she won’t know how to
males of their species during switch out of broody
behaviour, which could be
the breeding season as they dangerous for her health;
wish to earn exclusive
you’ll need to remove the
eggs and destroy the nest.
breeding rights

Chickens often
have their first
brood in spring.
Mating will reoccur
as soon as the cock
senses she is fertile
again. Visual signs
are a large red crest
and a soft ample
bottom. He courts her by finding her food,
dancing with dropped wings and a
gurgling song. In the morning, his girls
aren’t normally receptive. Maybe he has to
prove his worth first! By evening,
receptive hens will crouch with wings
dropped to allow him to mount. Dominant

Young animals may soon
be showing signs of fertility, so take care
to avoid unwanted pregnancies. Even
when a youngster starts to ovulate, she is
often not yet physically mature enough to
carry through an optimal pregnancy.
Waiting for physical maturity ensures
better health and production.

Species

Age 1st
oestrus

Season

Cycle

Sheep

4–12 months

Autumn/
winter

14–20 days

24–48 hours 144–152 days

Goat

4–8 months

Autumn/
winter

18–21 days

24–72 hours 140–160 days

Pig

4–8 months

All year

18–24 days

24–96 hours 112–116 days

Cat

4–6 months

Feb–Nov

1–3 weeks

1–7 days

60–64 days

Horse

10–24
months

Spring/
summer

21–25 days

1–9 days

332–345 days

Donkey

8–12 months Preferably dry 21–30 days

5–10 days

360–375 days

Chicken

5–7 months

n/a

21 days

*

Fertile period

25–45 hours

Gestation

* outside of moulting period which occurs normally in autumn
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LIME TREE

(EI)

KENNELS
15 mins La Rochefoucauld
20 mins Rochechouart

● Purpose-built kennels
New email
● Large secure paddock
address
● Large family kennels available
Anita Frayling. Le Baillat, 16220 Rouzede
Tel: 05 45 66 14 62
Email: anita.limetreekennels@gmail.com
Siret: 822 175 527 0016

Chateau des Chiens (EI)
79190
Limalonges

Fully equipped, heated salon
providing a safe, comfortable
environment for your dog
All dog types, sizes & temperaments
catered for by a fully insured,
experienced groomer

Contact Chris T. 06 74 80 47 25
Email: chateaudeschiens@yahoo.com
siret 83786431300015

Rochechouart

Petite Paws Cattery
Private pens, each with inside and outside space.
Peaceful garden setting. Open 7 days a week. Viewings
welcome by appointment. Recommendations
available. Situated in Montemboeuf (16)

Alison Sacco

Tel: 07 52 94 37 48
Certificates in cat care
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E: alison@petitepaws.fr
www.petitepaws.fr
Siret: 87789319800011

30 mins
from
Limoges
airport

Run by
Barbara,
who loves
cats

Individual/family units with outside areas
Certificate in cat care awarded, Veterinary approved
Inspection welcome (by apt) English & French spoken

Tel: 06 30 02 35 73 / 05 55 03 76 87
Email: bdowning77@wanadoo.fr

www.rochechouartcattery.com

angling

The Curious
Carassin
By Clive Kenyon

RECENTLY I HAVE BEEN CATCHING A NUMBER OF WHAT FRENCH
PÊCHEURS CALL CARASSIN, A SMALL CHUBBY CARP THAT RESEMBLES
A CRUCIAN

T

he identity of the carassin has sparked
some debate amongst those dedicated
to preserving the declining population of
pure crucians in the UK. Many claim that
the carassin as we know it is not a crucian,
but a brown goldfish, and quote scale
readings and fin ray counts to prove the
difference. The confusion in France is that
officially the carassin is known by the
same Latin name as the crucian; Carassius
carassius. This could of course be
explained by there being two species; the
official crucian and a similar species that
are both known as carassins to
French anglers.

winters and provide sport for anglers when
the ambient temperatures are pushing
40C as has been the case this summer.

The fish can be found in the River
Charente downstream of Angoulême,
more so around Saintes. I have
encountered a growing number of
captures in the River Vienne around
Availles-Limouzine, Jousseau and L’IsleJourdain. The numbers seem to have
increased over the last few years. Perhaps
the best places to bag up with carassins are
the canals and drains to the west around
Marans and Marennes. There catches of a
hundred fish averaging over a pound each
Crucians are native to both France and the
is possible. Nearer home on the Vienne,
UK and can be found from Scandinavia
ten to twenty fish is a more likely bag.
through to the
Whilst they favour slower
Black Sea.
water and are often found
One of the strange things
The main
in and around weeds, they
about the crucian is that
distinguishing
have taken baits cast out
features from its
for barbel in fast, shallow
it can survive out of water
nearest relatives
water. If looking for a
for months
goldfish, gibel, and
likely swim I would choose
Prussian carp, are
an eddy or other area away
convex caudal fins and a more rounded
from the main flow of 1 metre to 3 metres
snout. Hybrids between crucians and
deep and preferably close to a weed bed.
goldfish have in scientific tests proved to
Crucians are known for their dithering
be largely sterile and not a threat to the
when taking a bait. The float dips and
purity of the crucian strain. The hybrids
dances for what seems like ages before it
are however more vigorous and
goes under. Carassins are no more decisive
competitive as regards feeding. Scale
whether it be float, bobbin, or quiver tip as
counts are suggested as a means of
a bite indicator. Float fishing using
identification, but the scientists cannot
sweetcorn bait is my favourite way of
agree on the numbers. One reference
catching these obliging characters. I have
suggests that crucians have 33 scales along
found that regular baiting increases the
their lateral line, another suggests 31 to 33.
catch and groundbait made from maize,
Goldfish hybrids have fewer; 27 to 31. If
breadcrumbs, and crushed hemp, along
you look back at the reference books
with free offerings of maize or sweetcorn,
published since Victorian times nobody
will keep the shoal feeding. They are
seems to agree on what is and what isn’t a
gregarious and often bonus captures of
true crucian. I examined two photos of my
carp, cub, and even tench, swell the
recent captures and both had 31 scales,
numbers. Possibly they are attracted by
convex caudal fins but a sharper snout
the shoal of feeding carassins. In my last
than seen on true crucians. What they are
two sessions rudd, bream, and a double
is anybody’s guess, but if they are crucian x
figure carp have put in an appearance
goldfish hybrids as suggested then the
amongst the carassins. It pays not to go
scientists need to think again about
too light on your line and hook link if you
their sterility.
want to have a chance of landing the bonus
One of the strange things about the
carp. I would suggest no lower than 5lb.
crucian is that it can survive out of water
Wels Catfish
for months. 140 days has been recorded. It
is the most hypoxia-tolerant fish known.
October is traditionally the time when I
This allows it to survive under ice in Arctic
suffer tackle breakages from rogue catfish

whilst carp or barbel fishing. I don’t know
why it is, but every year at this time I can
guarantee having some zoo creature make
off on an unstoppable run.
The Silure Silurus Glanis was originally
found in rivers and lakes of Central and
Eastern Europe and abounds in the basins
of the rivers Danube, Don and Volga, and
their tributaries. Now they are widespread
in France, Italy, Spain, and increasingly in
the UK, due to normal migrations and
unlawful stocking. The main river systems
of Thames, Severn and Trent all host Wels
Catfish as do all the major river systems in
France. The Environment Agency has a
scheme whereby any catfish removed from
river systems are offered to lake owners
with suitable water to hold them.
Whenever people mention large catfish,
talk inevitably turns to the Spanish River
Ebro and the River Pô in Italy, both of
which over the last twelve years or so have
produced some of the world’s largest
catfish and are popular destinations of
specimen hunters from all over Europe. In
France the Rivers Rhône and Saône are
popular for catfish specialists searching for
100lb+ fish. However, the South-West of
France is now making a bid to become the
place to land a specimen Silure. A huge
Silure of 274cm was reported from the
River Tarn near to Albi, and latterly from
the Lot-et-Garonne a fish of 265cm. Both
of these leviathans were returned to fight
another day.
As astonishing as these fish are, there are
stories from Greece of even larger catfish
inhabiting some large lakes in the north of
the country. Almost two hundred years
ago a British traveller wrote of seeing
Greek fishermen netting carp of over 40lbs
and a catfish weighing 176lbs from a lake
in Macedonia. He was assured by his guide
that sometimes the catfish they caught
were much larger.
At Lake Vegoritida there are claims of
catfish measuring 300cm and in 1995
divers inspecting the foundations of the
road bridge of the Polyfyto Dam for
damage following an earthquake reported
seeing catfish measuring over 400cm.
These claims might seem far-fetched, but
the department of fisheries is reported to
have carried out research that confirms
the diver’s reports. In an even larger lake,
Lake Prespa on the borders of Albania,
Macedonia, and Greece, divers searching
for bodies from a shipwreck encountered a
catfish so large that they dared not
continue their work and on the same lake a
fisherman photographed a creature
swimming with its head and neck out of
the water like the Loch Ness Monster. It is
thought that it was one of the giant catfish.
Greek anglers have reported catching fish
of up to 250cm in recent years, but alas,
not the much larger catfish reported by the
divers. They will have to remain in the
realms of Greek mythology for the
time being.
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The

Night Sky
WELCOME TO OUR OCTOBER NIGHT SKY AND ASTRONOMY GUIDE

H

ow good it is to see the end of
summer as this means the beginning
of a new astronomy season when the
nights are longer and often clearer. We
can still enjoy views of the Milky Way to
the north and south at this time of the
year. It is a wonderful time to view the
stunning Andromeda Galaxy, positioned
close to the constellation of Cassiopeia,
while the bright and sparkling stars of the
Seven Sisters are rising higher throughout
the month. We have the annual Orionid
meteor shower to look forward to towards
the end of the month too. Read on to find
out more details of how and when to see
them. Much has happened recently in
space endeavours so I will share some of
the amazing 'Artemis 1' mission news
below too. The 1st of October is known as
'International Observe the Moon Night', so
more on that later.
The Moon and Planets
Moon phases for October
First Quarter Moon:
3rd Oct around 1:14 am
Full Moon phase: 9th Oct at 21:55
Last Quarter Moon: 17th Oct at 18:15
New Moon phase: 25th Oct at 11:49
As always, the Moon can be observed
dancing amongst a few prominent stars
and planets throughout October. The first
very pretty close encounter will be when
the almost full Moon seems to sit just
below Jupiter (2.1 degrees below it!) on
the evening of the 8th. Looking towards
the southeast around 9pm this very bright
planet and Moon will provide a great

By Clair
Wardla e
w

Claire Wardlaw,
originally from
Edinburgh, lives in
the Charente with
her husband. Since
their move nearly
6 years ago, Claire
has become
passionate
about astronomy
Join our Facebook group
‘Astronomy &
Astrophotography France’

winter and spring star, so this is a good
photo opportunity. Then, in the early
time to observe it. It is the 14th brightest
mornings of the 14th and 15th - around 4
star in the night sky.
am! - we can observe the waning gibbous
Moon, firstly to the left of The Pleiades
Meteor Shower: The Orionids
star cluster (or The Seven Sisters) and
This month sees the return of one of our
then the following evening it will be seen
annual meteor showers. The 'Orionid'
just above the planet Mars. Close by the
meteors are associated with the Comet
stars Aldebaran (the eye of the bull!),
1P/Halley. It is the debris left behind by
Elnath, Alhena, and Betelgeuse will form a
that Comet which causes
pretty frame around
the meteors as the Earth
this spectacle. The
The bright and beautiful
passes through the dust.
return of Betelgeuse
orange star 'Aldebaran' is
These meteors are very fast
to our winter skies
and often have trails. It
returning to prominence in
marks the coming
should be possible to
of the stunning
our winter skies now
observe this shower from
constellation of
the 5th to the 30th with
Orion. The planet Mars will become
peak dates for a week around the 21st.
brighter during October and can be viewed
With the Moon waning towards its new
in the very prominent constellation
phase, the viewing conditions should be
of Taurus.
good. Remember to allow your eyes to
Star of the month:
become dark adjusted for 30 minutes
Aldebaran -The Eye of the Bull!
beforehand. It is always better to view
meteors with others as it is only possible
The bright and beautiful orange star
to truly observe a section of the sky at a
'Aldebaran' is returning to prominence in
time. The maximum hourly rate of 25
our winter skies now. It is also known by
would not be possible for one person, in
the name 'The Eye of the Bull' as it is
one location.
found within the constellation of Taurus,
Object of the month; The Moon
The Bull, marking the position of the Bull's
and 'International Observe the
eye. You can find it easily by identifying
Moon Night'
the large 'V' shape known as 'The Hyades'.
This is the Bull's face. Its latin name is
This international event began in 2010 to
Alpha Tauri as it is the leading, brightest
mark the beginning of the 'Lunar
star of the constellation. It is a giant red
Reconnaissance Orbiter Mission'. The
dying star which is around 40 times the
LRO is a robotic spacecraft orbiting the
diameter of our Sun and around 66 light
Moon, exploring in great detail
years from us. Although it is around 153
its topography.
times brighter than our Sun it has a cooler
International Observe the Moon
surface temperature. It is 3700 degrees
Night events will be planned across the
Celsius compared to 5500 degrees Celsius
world. These will be both public and
on the surface of our Sun. Aldebaran is a
private events. It will also be possible to
take part in online events to observe the
Moon. I have registered my own private
event here to share observations of the
Moon with our eyes, binoculars, and
telescope. I hope you will have the chance
to do a little observing of your own and
possibly record a little of what you
observe. You can, for example, find an
observation recording sheet online at
moon.nasa.gov/observe to note changes in
the Moon during a number of dates
throughout the month.
Happy Stargazing and Clear Skies!
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AXIAL TILT OF THE EARTH

The Artemis1 mission was
aiming to launch on Saturday
3rd of September for its
orbital trip around the Moon
but was hampered by a fuel
leak, following it’s first
cancelled attempt in August,
due to technical glitches. At
the time of print, a third
delay occurred, this time due
to tropical Storm Ian.
Named after the lunar
Greek goddess and the twin
of Apollo, the Artemis 1
mission forms the first part
of 3 missions which are
endeavouring to return
humans to the surface of the
Moon by 2024. The 98
metre rocket will fly on a six
week orbital mission around
the Moon and return to
Earth. It is hoped that we
can establish the first longterm presence on the lunar
surface. As always… watch
this Space!

The Earth is a bit like a
spinning top. It 'WOBBLES'
as it spins. This means that
the pole star will, in time,
change. In AD 8000 the
new Pole star will be
Alderamin. In AD 13,000 it
will be Vega! After 25,800
years the Earth will have
completed one 'WOBBLE'
cycle! A wee bit slower
than your childhood toy…
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Your Fire Hates Your
New Double Glazing!
USING A WOODBURNER IS QUITE STRAIGHTFORWARD IN NATURE.
YOU LIGHT THE FIRE, GET THE STOVE UP TO RUNNING TEMPERATURE,
AND THEN MODERATE THE WOOD AND THE AIR ENTERING THE
STOVE TO ACHIEVE THE OPTIMUM BURN. SIMPLE, RIGHT?

S

traightforward, sure, but not so
simple when you get down to what is
actually happening when you follow these
steps above.
Your woodburner works on negative
pressure. This means that your stove
‘sucks’ in air thanks to the natural pull of
the chimney and the gradient between the
heat in your home and the cool air outside
(during the winter at least). As the air
entering the firebox mixes with the gases
released from the fuel, combustion
happens and voila, you have heat. As with
any reaction, there are of course byproducts which are given off. These byproducts are then drawn up the chimney
as the stove sucks in fresh air to continue
the combustion process.

if you are having a ventilation issue with
your fire. Simply try lighting your fire and
running your stove with and without
exterior windows and doors open. If there
is a noticeable difference between the two
conditions, and your fire is performing
better with the window/door open, you
are likely having an issue with an
insufficient supply of air into the room.
So, what is the answer to solving this
problem? Two words: Air Vent. By
regulation, any stove over 5kw should
have an air vent installed in the room of
the appliance, however with DIY
installations being as common as they are
in France, this small, yet incredibly
important piece of the puzzle, is far too
often missed.

Now the air that
Suggesting an air vent
the stove is sucking
usually met with
This works great for your fire as is
in comes from the
cries of “Oh, but it will
it becomes super easy for the
immediate area in
make a draft in my
which the stove is
air, drawn by the stove, to be
house” or “won’t it let
situated. As the
insects into my
replaced by pulling in fresh air
stove sucks in air
home?”. Placement is
from
outside
from the room, a
key when it comes to
vacuum is created
installing an air vent.
and new air is
The closer the vent is to the fire, the less
sucked into the room to replace the air the
chance you have of ever feeling a draft in
stove has just drawn in.
your home, but even with a further away
As we all know, old French houses are
draughty. This works great for your fire as
it becomes super easy for the air, drawn by
the stove, to be replaced by pulling in fresh
air from outside. This whole process works
flawlessly up until the point where the
reliably draughty old French house is
modernised, say, with double-glazed
windows, and all of a sudden, the air from
outside can no longer get in.

placement of the vent, it is unlikely the
stove will be drawing so aggressively that
you will feel even the slightest breeze. As
for the insects, most vents are equipped

Kristian of Jennings
Chimney Sweeping
specializes in
Chimney problem
diagnosis and is a
member of the
Guild of Master
Chimney Sweeps

By Kris
Jenningtian
s

with an insect preventing mesh to stop
critters getting anywhere near your living
space – just make sure you install a mesh
equipped vent and you’ll never have to
worry about such an issue.
Nowadays, most double-glazed doors and
windows come equipped with a ‘trickle
vent’ to improve the air quality in the
room and to prevent condensation
building up. Another advantage of these
are of course that they allow the air
required by the woodburner to be drawn
into the room, preventing the
aforementioned vacuum being built up
and leading to complications with
your appliance.
These same principles work exactly the
same for an open fire. In fact, your open
fire will require more air than your
woodburner to displace the by-products of
combustion in your much larger
brick chimney.
Modernising and draft-proofing your
home is a brilliant thing to do. Trapping
the heat in and stopping excessive,
unregulated, cool air entering your home
is one of the most efficient and costeffective ways of reducing your energy bill
and your carbon footprint. Just make sure
if you enjoy the benefits of having a
functioning fireplace in your house, you
ensure you have sufficient air coming in to
allow things to work properly.

Multiple times a year I receive phone calls
of “My chimney is not lighting properly”
or “My stove is behaving differently” and 9
times out of 10, the caller has just had
lovely new double-glazed windows
installed and their woodburner no longer
has somewhere to draw air from. All of a
sudden the stove glass on the woodburner
is turning black, the stove itself is stalling,
or worst of all, dangerous smoke may be
entering back into the room.
If you think you may be having a similar
issue there is a test you can perform to see
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Chimney sweep

EI

Read the digital
version at

Certificates issued for every sweep
Over 10 years’ experience.
Depts. 16, 17, 79, 86
Registered Chambre de
Métiers et de l'Artisanat

Contact Nick on email:
nickthesweep@gmail.com
or T. 05 45 71 33 36

www.etceteraonline.org

Advertise Your Business
From as little as 39€ ttc

New edition every month
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Contact Sam or Gayle:
editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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La Source

RESTORATION WORK UNDERTAKEN

brocante - deco - furniture - gifts
5 Place du Souvenir
86350 Saint-Martin-l'Ars
Mobile 06 40 05 37 77
Wed - Sat 10am - 5pm
Sunday afternoon

Siret 50465727100020

E: frenchpolisherinfrance@gmail.com

lasource86.com
Robert Rose French Polisher in France

etcetera magazine - your companion for life in the French community
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getting connected
Siret: 828 984 815 0013

SATELLITE TV

STUART
WALLACE
THE FRENCH HOUSE

H

ello and welcome to October’s
nonsense. I have of course to
acknowledge the passing of Queen
Elizabeth II. I’m not a royalist, but still a
sad moment as she was not only a Queen,
but had a family as well. My condolences
go to them. That said, I very much doubt
that any of the royals are reading this
publication. If they are (and it is entirely
possible Prince Edward is now running a
SteamPunk themed bar near Limoges when did anyone last see him?), then they
need to take a look at some of the life
choices they have made.

HUARD FONTAINE (EI)

Satellite & TV Installation
UK & French TV
4G Internet

Based in 87
- will travel

From caravans to chateaux…
and everywhere in between!

M: 06 07 72 68 87
E: huardfontaine@yahoo.com

One thing I don’t think I’ve covered before
is the lengths some of us installers will go
to to try and keep things neat and tidy.
However, sometimes it just isn’t practical.
In the last month I’ve been asked to put a
dish next to a hornets’ nest (‘you don’t
mind them do you?’) and run cabling
through an attic with no boarding and
masses of blown insulation (‘be careful,
don’t damage the ceiling, the sparky put
his foot through a while back’). Sometimes,
these things are just not practical and we
need to find another option. You know, for
safety reasons. Or, remove the nest in
advance and put some boarding in the loft.
Just a thought.

In the last month I’ve been
asked to put a dish next to a
hornets’ nest
Freesat good, Freeview bad. Please do not
purchase a Freeview box for the reception
of UK TV. These connect to a terrestrial
aerial so do not work with a satellite dish.
I was asked recently if you could run 2 TVs
from a Freesat box, with both showing the
same channel. Yes, you can. The simplest
way is to use an HDMI splitter. This takes
the feed from the Freesat box and enables
it to be sent to 2 or more TVs (like you see
in Darty for example). It’s not something
you would often do as all TVs would
display the same image, but might be
handy in a more commercial environment
(though be aware of licensing issues).
TNTSAT users may have lost the TF1 suite
of channels since the start of September.
This is due to an issue between them and
Canal+ over money. It’s happened before,
in 2018, and the government stepped in to
restore service. If it’s not back by now, give
it time.
That’s all from me this month. Please
remember that I no longer cover the same
areas as I used to. Please see my advert.
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Arthur Smith (EI) ~ Harlequin TV
Covering 16, 23, north 24, east 86, & 87

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

UK free-to-air/ Freesat
French TV - TNTsat/Fransat
Set up Netflix/Amazon Prime etc
Internet via 4G & 5G
E.
CCTV & alarm systems
Installations & service

Siret 494.501.067.00016

T. 06 06 60 46 97
harlequintv1@gmail.com

www.harlequintv.fr

getting connected
Simple jobs
Complete renovations
New builds
Conformity checks
Emergency Call outs
Fully insured 10yr guarantee

I offer free &

Hedley Marsh
86150 Moussac sur Vienne
Tel: 05 49 48 35 49
Mobile: 06 45 74 25 36
Email: hedleymarsh@orange.fr

Décennale
insured

Depts 23, 36, 86 & 87
Siren: 808 481 170

PETER AMOR

ELECTRICIAN
Large or Small projects
New Builds
Total Rewires

Entreprise Electricité Générale

87190 Magnac Laval
T. 05 55 68 08 13
M. 06 25 20 99 13
david.read@wanadoo.fr

Siret 490820859RM87

DAVID READ (ei)

Siret: 51190455900024

I offer free &
friendly
advice
friendly
advice
so
please
don’t
so please don’t
hesitatetoto
hesitate
contactme
me.
contact

All Aspects of Electrical Works Undertaken
PLUS EV Charging Station
Call us on 06 16 91 64 67
contact@reactive-resource.com
www.reactive- resource.com

(Inc Three-phase)

Adding Sockets/Lights
Conformity Inspections
T. 05 49 91 85 54
peter-amor@orange.fr

EI

CHARLES HODENCQ
Electricité Générale
French Electrician - fluent English Speaker
Based in Bellac - covering 87
& parts of 86,16 & 23

For all your electrical needs - safety
checks, re-wires, new builds, upgrades
and complete renovations
05 55 68 62 26 / 06 24 27 01 86
charleselec@gmail.com
Siret No: 503121279 00015

DARREN LUCKHURST

Homecall PC
PC repair on house calls
PC building on demand
We sell hardware & peripherals
ESET SECURITY BROADBAND INSTALLATION
SOFTWARE RETAILER ASSISTANCE ON SITE
Year round maintenance • Contracts on request

Email
sales@anglocomputers.com

Tel: 05 55 78 24 86
Email: contact@homecallpc.com
www.homecallpc.com
87150 Champagnac La Riviere

Piegut-Pluviers, Dordogne

OPEN MON TO SAT 9AM / 8PM
Siret 49239708800021
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getting connected
siret 440 419 018 00013

Simon Kershaw EI

Bathrooms & En Suites /
Plasterboard and Plastering /
Water Mains & Drainage /
Heating Installation
Oil, Wood Stoves & Pellet Burners /
Servicing & Repairs

T: 05 45 89 38 02
E: simon.kershaw@wanadoo.fr

www.etceteraonline.org
DO YOU USE

OR

FOR HEATING?

DO YOUR BILLS KEEP RISING?
HERE IS THE SOLUTION
THIS IS NOT A GIFT, IT IS INDIRECTLY PAID BY FUEL COMPANIES (IMPOSED BY
THE GOVERNMENT IN THE FORM OF GRANTS) BECAUSE THEIR ENERGY OPTION
IS DEEMED TO CONTRIBUTE NO ECONOMIC REDUCTION IN ENERGY RESOURCES.
Simply fill in the form below and return to us we’ll tell you if you’re eligible for a government grant
or call us 09 81 32 42 37 or email: contact@newwave-energies.com

Return form to: New Wave Energies, 51 Rue Descartes, 87000 Limoges

New Wave Energies • Siège social : 51, rue Descartes
87000 Limoges Tel : 0 981 324 237 • S.A.S.U. au capital
de 50 000 euros • N° de Siret 800 247 274 00035
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ENGLISH
SPOKEN

Siret: 49411778100018

artisans

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Dry Lining - walls and ceilings
Tiling - walls and floors
Painting and decorating
Wood and Laminate flooring
Fully insured with 10 year guarantee
Based in Dept 16 but will travel

Tel. 05 45 31 60 68 / 06 72 90 24 90
Email: aghearmon@gmail.com

ARCHITECT
Siret. 500 835 189 000 16

John Hartie B.Arch. A.R.I.A.S, R.I.B.A
ORDRE des ARCHITECTES
no. 073326
Based in La Rochefoucauld
for over 12 years
14 Rue des Bans
16110 La Rochefoucauld
T: 05 45 91 73 90 / 06 81 90 18 87
Email: john.hartie@orange.fr
Eco-Buildings - New Build
Renovations - Barn Conversions

AC Kitchens
& Bathrooms

Charente / Haute-Vienne / Vienne
Specialist Fitter, over 15 years’ experience
PLUMBING - CUSTOM WORKTOP FITTING - CARPENTRY
TILING - WOOD & LAMINATE FLOORING - DESIGN SERVICE

Free quotes

Website: ackitchens.fr
05 17 36 17 74

Email: antschapman1971@gmail.com
/ Mobile: 06 40 08 08 81 Siret 834026437 00022
etcetera 55
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artisans
TJ’S Specialist Carpentry &
Small Works
Siret No: 89423269300016

Do you need an extra pair of hands?

CALL

Depart 87 & surrounding areas
06 16 18 15 96

05 45 91 26 61 / 06 56 79 25 58

Odd Jobs - Inside and Out
Rich Bridgwater (EI)
0602215767
EMAIL

richb68@sky.com

1, Chez Coindeau
86250 - SURIN
Siret 852 818 863 00015

Siret:530 444 496 00018

TJ Doran (EI) - tjs.enquiryfr@gmail.com

WE NOW CONSTRUCT

TIMBER FRAME HOUSES
FROM YOUR PLANS, DESIGNS
OR IDEAS.
FROM SUPPLY & ERECTION TO
FULL TURN KEY SERVICE

All other aspects of building, joinery, dampproofing & timber treatment still available

Sean’s Painting
& Decorating
Services

Petits travaux du Batiment

Stuart F Park
Painter Decorator

Interior & Exterior

Siret: 489 199 661 00013

Other work carried out

Painting, Tiling, Wallpaper hanging
all types of decorating undertaken
Confolens 16 and area
25 years experience.

Sean Morrison 06 74 56 89 11
morrisonman8@gmail.com

Contact 05.45.85.78.30 / 06.04.49.04.10
stuart.park@hotmail.fr

BUILDING / MULTI SERVICE

Troy Davey

All aspects of building work undertaken:
� Renovations
� Barn Conversions
� Plasterboarding / Plastering
� Brick/Blockwork/Stonework/Repointing
� Tiling

05 55 60 47 78
06 10 49 49 57
troy.davey@orange.fr
siret: 49895173000015

Based 87330
References Available

EI

Andrew Hadfield
05 55 60 72 98
07 81 53 71 91
dandahadfield@aol.com
siret: 53229047500013

Professional Building and Construction in France
~ Since 2006 ~
Please see our main advert on page 67 for full details
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w it h over 4 0 years’ exp erien c e in ;

w w w.stric tlyroofin g .fr
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06 35 11 27 31

.

• T ile & Slate R oofin g

• L isted bu ildin g s

• R oof ren ovation s

• In su ran c e c laim s

• Storm dam ag e

• C h im n ey rem ovals

• Z in c g u tterin g

• E m erg en cy c all-ou t • R ep airs

• B ox g u tters

• Sp ec ial p rojec ts

S A RL

• Velu x w in dow s

Contact us for your free estimate

.

adm in @stric tlyroofin g .fr

Stric tly R o o f i n g - Malcolm C ook e

artisans

One Builder

Tout Batiment

www.timhartley.fr
Lathus - Le Dorat - Bellac - La Souterraine
Dompierre-les-Églises - Saint-Léger-Magnazeix - Magnac-Laval

Registered in France 2001
05 55 60 86 62 / 06 71 78 94 34

Siret 434972303RM87
tim_hartley@hotmail.com

Steve’s property
maintenance
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING,
RENOVATIONS, CONVERSIONS,
PLASTERING, STUD WALLS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

FULLY INSURED

T. 05 55 50 52 02
E: lowe.steven@orange.fr
Siret 84223310800013

M C SCAFFOLDING
Siret: 80025145600011

Full English
Scaffolding Service
Safe, secure, adaptable. Meets all safety regs.
Covered by full public liability insurance.
Delivered, erected, and dismantled
Over 20 years’ experience. Free Quotes.

Depts 16, 87, part 24, 17, 79 & 86
Day: 07 85 44 26 66 / Eve: 05 45 66 49 87
martin.clare6@gmail.com

Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007

Call Mark for a free quotation:
T: 05 55 44 71 44 / M: 06 78 60 96 16
mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret no. 493 159 412 00037
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artisans

Roofing / Renovations
Roofing / Renovations
ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING /
RENDERING & POINTING
- Zinc / PVC guttering
- Anti-moss
- Insulation & Plaster boarding
- Interior / exterior renovations
For a free quotation please contact: Howard
(fully bilingual, living in France since 1990,
10 yr décennale Insurance)

ROOFING SPECIALISTS
Insurance guarantee on all work. 15 years’ experience

CONTACT: PAUL CHARLESWORTH
T: 06 77 90 08 60 E: pmcbatiment@yahoo.fr

Tel: 05.55.60.23.70 / 06.85.43.13.58
Email: rcc87@live.fr

Based Saint-Junien. Covering Depts 87-16-24

Depts: 87,86,16 & 23 Siret: 799 894 860 000 11

Siret : 531 655 231 00 11

etcetera magazine - your companion for life in the French community
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motors & removals
Walton Coachworks
87600 Vayres Nick Walton
MECHANICAL WORK ON ALL MAKES &
MODELS IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE

CARS MOTORCYCLES LIGHT TRUCKS

CHABANAIS WORKSHOP
Free courtesy cars - Valeting - Car storage with free
airport drop offs - Cambelts - Diagnostics - Welding
Electrics - Tow bars - Tyre-fitting/Punctures - A/C
CT Prep - Garden Tools & Chainsaws Sharpened
Email rmbservicesfrance@gmail.com
Tel. 06 01 59 60 75 Siret: 815 114 7720 0016

• Welding • Servicing • Diagnosis • Stereo & CD
installation • LHD lights & tow-bars fitted
• Wheel alignment • Replacement tyres & balancing
• Interior & exterior valeting

NEW

• Pre-Controle Technique check • Top quality tyres
(within 48 hrs) • Parts available same day or
in 24hrs - less common cars 3-day delivery
walton-coachworks@hotmail.com
Tel: 07 87 65 53 11 / 05 55 78 67 02

Typically 40% cheaper than French prices

Tyre fitting, inc balancing : 12€
Tracking/Alignment
: 35€
Car/Van servicing
: 75€ + parts
E: dixontyres@gmail.com
T: 0545 306707

siret 53821341400013

Depts 16, 86, 87 & 24
(Car & van servicing, Towbars & LHD lights)
Any make of Car or Van
Fully mobile service at your address

I’m free…. but I could be yours
Promote your Business

From just 39€ ttc per month

www.etceteraonline.org
62 etcetera

motors & removals
A Family Run Storage Firm in the Heart of the Limousin

Full and Part Loads
Relocations in France

Siret 502 021 660 00019

Brexit-busting Super Low Prices!
Secure, dry, insulated storage
Established 2007

Packing & Storage Options

Now storing cars, caravans
and camping cars

Tel: 05 49 07 24 85

Call Karen for a quote on

Franglais Deliveries

●
●
●
●
●
●

Weekly United Kingdom � France � Spain
United Kingdom - Kent & Home Counties
Storage La Souterraine / Canterbury / Lincolnshire
Very competitive rates
Fully Insured
Call Matt on: 0044 (0)7506 457225
Email:
ma.europeanremovals@gmail.com
20+ years’ experience

09 66 03 52 89

etcetera
magazine
Supporting Local Business
Since 2006

VEHICLE

60 DAYS FREE

TRANSPORT

BETWEEN THE

UK AND FRANCE

OUR SPECIALISED VEHICLES
CAN PROVIDE SAFE AND SECURE
VEHICLE MOVEMENT TO MEET
YOUR TRANSPORT NEEDS

CALL TODAY

OFFICE: 0044 (0) 1522 686764
ANDY: 0044 (0) 7876 504 547

EMAIL: ENQUIRY@WATSONEUROPEAN.CO.UK

WEEKLY SERVICE UK • FRANCE • SPAIN
USE OUR ONLINE ENQUIRY PAGE FOR A NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

WWW.WATSONEUROPEAN.CO.UK

Read the digital version www.etceteraonline.org
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